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Council members
mediate ROTC,
peace group talk
By Peter G. Bliss
and Carol Magnuson
,
In a first of its kind
hearing
euesday, representatives from the
ian Jose Peace Center confronted
10TC supporters in a debate conerning the legitimacy of ROTC on
he SJSU campus.
A.S. council members Cello
.,ucero and Karen Bluth co-chaired
he hearing held on the upper pad of
he Student Union. Their main
rurpose was to hear the arguments
and to keep a measure of order
)etween tve speakers of both parlea.
Each of the seven scheduled
,peakers was given a time limit of 15
ninutes in which to present his or
ier statements.
Both sides were heard on each of
hree main points.
The main points of concern
vhich highlighted the debate were
!entered around:
The educational perspective is
n organization such as ROTC a
egitirnate part of the educational
rocess?

weather

Showers this morning
turning to partly cloudy skies
this afternoon. Temperatures
will range from the high 50s to a
low in the high 40s. Forecast by
the SJSU Meteorology
Department

Does at warrant a place in the
defense budget of the U.S. and the
campus administration?
The economic effects what are
the overall consequences of a large
military budget on the economy?
Peace Center representative
James Babb opened the arguments
of his side by reading a statement he
prepared and a statement by Prof.
Duane Campbell of Sacramento
State University who could not attend.
In his statement, Babb outlined
the "academic deficiencies" from
which the ROTC program is suffering. The first deficiency cited was
the "total lack of academic
credibility" in the subjects provided
for the ROTC student.
According to Babb, the four
units given for "boot camp" are
questioned as being valid credits.
Babb’s second example was
aimed at the fact that the Department of Defense "selects, hires, and
pays the faculty" for the ROTC
program.
He questioned the amount of
academic credibility involved in a
program where the teachers are
paid to teach the students about a
subject when they, the teachers, are
not required to undergo the normal
faculty selection procedures.
Finally, Babb listed the "serious
issue of academic freedom,"
pointing out the conflict of interest
involved with the Department of
Defense hiring and paying these
teachers to teach a military subject.
He believes the majority of the
courses featured in the ROTC
program could be effectively
represented by the normal classes
offered here, and that this ROTC
program should be removed
because of its "indoctrination" of
one belief only, exclusive of all
mhprs.
i Continued on hack page)

By Mary T. Lee
Future budget cuts in the administration are very possible,
according to Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns.
"There are definitely more
Proposition 13 cuts to come," Burns
said, "and I think it is fair to say that
some part of these cuts are likely to
be in the area of academic administration."
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
announced Tuesday that the
positions of Ombudsman and
Director of Facilities Planning along
with eight faculty and two clerical
positions are being eliminated July
1.
Commenting on the elimination
of the ombudsman position, Burns
said, "I think the president handled
it very well because the function will
not be eliminated."
According to Burns, Fullerton
arranged with Student Service Dean
Robert Martin to pick up the
responsibility of Ombudsman.
"It is crucial," Burns said, "that
the person ( selected ) be equipped to
handle the responsibility."
"It was a brilliant administrative move," Burns said,
"because it gives back the money to
the state, but saves the function."
Five administrative positions
for
were
being
considered
elimination when the two were cut.
According to Burns, the remaining
three are now vulnerable. Burns
would not specify which positions
would be cut.
"MI cuts made this year will be
built into next year’s base," Burns
said. "In addition, a 1 percent cut
plus whatever we lost this year will
be in the base."
The initial statewide cutback
proposed by Gov. Brown was 10
percent. This has now been reduced
to 1 percent.
"Dumke ( CSUC chancellor) was
really a hero in this situation,"
Burns said. "A 10 percent cut would
cripple the system. He did the right
thing by saying no to the governor)."
Burns agrees with Fullerton
that a revision in the CSUC formula
system which generates resources
for the universities is probable. He
added that a revision will take away

resources.
Burns believes that SJSU is now
under-administered by two general
criteria, the first being the number
of administrators to carry the
workload.
"We just don’t have the number
of administrators necessary," he
said, "consequently, some work
isn’t done, and some that is done is

inadequate."
Secondly, the whole system is
under-administered relative to
comparative institutions.
"Each university within the
system is under-administered,"
Burns said, "but the chancellor’s
office is over-administered."
SJSU has deliberately tried to keep
the number of administrators low,

even when times were good, Burns
said. "Maybe we shouldn’t have."
SJSU administrators are now
hoping that they will meet next
year’s budget. That is, that
projected enrollment will come
close to actual enrollment so that
there will be no "payback" to the
state and cuts due to declining
enrollment could be avoided.

Brown pledges education liaison
Cites ’insulation’
from campuses
By Carla Baker
Gov. Edmund G. Brown told
several presidents of the California
State Student Association, including
Maryanne Ryan, AS. president,
that he would designate one of his
subordinates as a liaison for higher
education within the next three
weeks, according to Craig Jones,
CSSA legislative advocate.
Brown has no such liaison and
the students insisted he was "insulated from what is happening on
the campuses" during the Feb. 16
meeting in Brown’s Los Angeles
office.
In terms of a long-term lobbying
effort, this was the most productive
thing the governor could do, Jones
said.
"He realized he’s been insulated, that he doesn’t have any
expert on higher education in his
office and that he doesn’t get our
perspective enough. He pretty much
admitted that," Jones said.
According to Jones, this was the
only major point the governor made
any commitment on.
Most of the discussion was based
on aid to "non-traditional students,"
Jones said.
The students requested Brown
reconsider his proposals to deny
funding to disabled student
programs, student affirmative
action and child care centers.
"We think that the future of our
universities is to reach out to those
groups we haven’t traditionally been
working for.
"That may mean a reordering of
priorities, but we’ve been doing

nothing in the past," Jones said.
Student affirmative action, the
recruitment of students from underrepresented ethnic and economic
backgrounds, may be the key to
coping with low enrollment, Jones
said.
The governor said he would
meet with his advisers to discuss
these areas, which total more than
$3.4 million in the CSUC Board of
Trustees’ budget requests. The
expenditures were supported by the
state Legislature’s post-secondary
education commission, which had
concerns only about the programs
with adbeing top-heavy
ministrators.
The other topics of discussion
included Brown’s statements on
public support for higher education:
its housing discrimination bill, the
faculty cost-of-living increase, and

protecting access to academic
programs during budget cuts.
According to Jones, Brown
asked many times for suggestions in
cutting the budget, but no specific
answers were given.
The governor stressed that
education’s role was changing, and
schools were going to have to reexamine what they are doing and
whether it is important enough to
continue, Jones said.
The governor said he was
strongly committed to providing the
maximum degree of educatin, but
there has to be a greater way of
getting information, the training and
the learning, Jones added.
"He’s an extremely tough man
to pin down, no question about it. But
we are closer in our philosophy to
Brown than to a lot of people on our
campuses," Jones said.

Campus police switch
to four-channel system
By Mark Schwenden
University Police are in the
process of installing a new communications system that will make
SJSU one of the best-equipped
departments in the CSUC system.
A better communications
system is something the University
Police have needed for quite a while,
according to Lt. Larry K. James.
SJSU is one of the bu,siest stations in
the university system and since it
has one of the best broadcasting
antennas it has been interfering with
Cal State Hayward and even San
Francisco State, said James.
James explained that university

police within the state all operate on
the same channel. The department
has applied to the Federal Communications Commission for a
license allowing it to operate on four
different channels, including the
original one.
The new four-channel system
will heopfully be installed in late
March or early April, James said.
He said new communications
console will be installed and will cost
approximately $10,000.
Officer Gary Bertelsen explained some of the reasons why the
SJSU police are one of the busiest in
the CSUC system.
"We have a one-mile jurisdiction around campus property. That
means we not only patrol around
here but also in aa one-mile radius
around South Campus and at the
SJSU airport facility."
University Police have already
installed a new computer-readout
terminal and when it is operational
it will read out information at a
higher rate than the terminal used
now.
It is 300 times faster than the
old terminal," said Steve Gallagher.
communications supervisor. The
old terminal which we got in October
of 1977 will not even work with the
new system the county is installing."

Steve Gallagher

The new equipment is not all
being purchased.
According to
Gallagher. the new Video Display
Terminal VDT I will be leased by
the University.
The new VDT and the system it
hooks in with will give University
Police instant contact with the
Department of Motor Vehicles, the
National Criminal Information
Center and the Police Information
Network, which is an arrest and
warrant information system within
California.
Continued on back page
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Thousands will die

Baby seals murdered
By Darcy Asvitt
Two hundred thousand baby
harp seals will die on the ice floes of
New Newfoundland this March.
Death results from a thundering
crush to the skull of a seal pup by a
’hakapik,’ a steel -headed club used
by seal hunters.
These three-week-old seal pups are
mercilessly killed to satisfy the
demand of the fur fashion industry.
Their thick white coat is used for
boot trim, glove lining, fur coats and
ironically toy harp seals.
Since 1900 more than 17.5 million
seals have been slaughtered. The
harp seal population at that time
was an estimated 10 million. Today,
less than 1 million are left.
Despite these chilling facts, the
Canadian government finds reasons
Darcy Asvat is a
Spartan Daily reporter

to justify the high quotas it sets for
hunters.
One argument the Canadian
government uses is that the hunt is
an economic necessity.
This simply is not true.
.1 percent of the Newfoundland
eonomy is dependent upon sealing
and only .2 percent of the province’s
560,000 people are employed in the
commercial sealing industry.
Since 1976 the Greenpeace
Foundation have sent dedicated
members to the ice floes of
Newfoundland to protest the seal
hunt. They attempt to save the seals
by non-violently interferring with
the hunt. At the same time they
draw increased public attention to
the hunt.
This year, Greenpeace will
again be up on the ice floes with a
plan of action not taken before, but is
kept secret for obvious reasons.
located against the west wall of the
The sight of these baby seal pups
office.
being slaughtered
their skulls
crushed and blood staining the ice is
General News
a horrifying experience.
The Spartan Daily welcomes
Jim Jeffords, R-Vermont, who
ideas for news stories from all went to Newfoundland last year to
campus personnel. Departments protest the seal hunt with Green can call the Daily at 277-3181 to peace, said, "We saw three seal
report any policy changes or pups clubbed and in each case the
achievements by professors and mother defended them as best she
students.
could. I can’t relate to the ex -

Daily policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between
9a .m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or by
Forum
the
to
mail
Page, c/o the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 So.
Seventh St., San Jose, Ca. 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length, style, invasion of privacy and libel.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
Comments, columns and

editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
by-line attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions or news stories.
Press Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to to limit, rewrite and edit
press releases for length, style,
invasion of pivacy or libel.
Announcements ot meeting
times, displays and other minor
releases should be submitted at the
Daily office in the Spartaguide box
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perience in what you might call a
rational manner right now. The
experience of witnessing the
slaughter transcends all figures,
arguments or rationality."
I am outraged when I think of a
yelping seal pup, being clubbed to
death, with its mother hovering

nearby, nipping and crying out.
There is no logical explanatio
to defend the savage slaughter c
seals.
I urge everyone who would lik
to see an end to the cruel and ser
seless slaughter of baby harp sea
to write to Greenpeace.

Create an editorial
Create an editorial by filling in the blanks and submit to the
Spartan Daily (JC208 ). Editorials will appear in the future with the
authors name. Editorials may be humorous or serious.
is an issue which is a challenge to
us all. Every right-thinking person in
)SJSU, state, nation, world) will
(view with alarm) (point with pride ((be puzzled by) be gratified by
(be alarmed by ) this latest development, which comes at a time when
faces the darkest day in its history.
(SJSU, state, nation, world)
All men of good will should band themselves together to (see that
it doesn’t happen again) (perpetuate it) (encourage it) ( discourage it)
(deplore it) ( praise it). Only In this way can we assure continued
(progress and prosperity) (justice and freedom) ( peace and joy) in a
fraught with crisis as never before.
(SJSU, state, nation, world)
this latest development in the
(oppose)
all
’get
behind)
We must
ever changing rhythym of time, in order that the
may continue to
On the other hand,
As
has so well said,
. The future of
(SJSU, state, nation, world)
hangs in the balance. We must not fail.

Smoking illustrate:
human stupidity
By Dan Wood
Cigarettes.
Lung cancer.
Heart disease.
They may not go exactly hand in
hand, but there certainly is a direct
relationship.
Perhaps nothing more in the
entire world than cigarette smoking
Dan Wood is a
Spartan Daily reporter

illustrates better the stupidity of the
human race.
I mean, think about it. What
could be more stupid than partaking
in a habit that is a damn good bet to
shorten one’s life?
Short of outright suicide, or the
deliberate taking of another’s life, I
can’t think of much.
Smokers can argue all they want
this statistic or that statistic is
unproven or that there is no solid
evidence to link smoking with an
early death.
But can any intelligent being
actually believe that smoking can be
anything other than harmful to one’s
health?
Then there is the argument
about smoker’s rights vs. nonsmokers rights. Or didn’t you hear

about Proposition 5 in the
election?
If there is anything Dr
illustrates human stupidity bed
than smoking itself, it may well
the behavior of the California vote
regarding that aborted piece
legislation.
The argument here isr
whether the proposed law was go
or bad, but rather the disturbipg fa
that the large tobacco compani
"bought" the election.
The California voters fell for o
of the biggest propaganda shams
history when they failed to pa
Propositions.
Polls before the election clear
showed that the yes votes co
weighed the no.
But a massive advertisii
campaign by the tobacco compani
convinced enough voters to char
their minds. that Proposition 5 w
defeated convincingly.
And those commercials that d
the mind-changing were more i
suiting to my intelligence than ar
others I have ever heard.
But the voters fell for them.
I said people are stupid.
If people want to smoke, th(
certainly have the right. It just hur
to see them, especially loved one
shorten their lives.
Especially when it all seems
unnecessary. And stupid.
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Wire Tap
State

ctor’s naivete
ed in sex suit
FRANCISCO
SAN
A doctor being sued
$7 million by a tranual who says a 1974 sex
nge operation left her
her man nor woman
lied today that he was
tl inexperienced when he
formed the surgery.
Taking the stand for
first time, Dr. John R.
Awn said he performed
first sex change only
r months prior to the
’ration on the plaintiff,
ie Phillips.
He said he was still in
I "developmental stage"
his learning about
nssexual surgery at the
e of the 1974 procedure.
j He agreed with a
Xement from Phillips’
irney, Melvin Belli, that
d no prior experience
’ transsexual surgery,
ing You never have
whence before your
It operation."
II

Brown, a San Fran(dean now practicing
edicine in Mexico, also
Id that "sexuality is not
the sex organs -xuality is in the mind."

kRT to resume
ins-bay service
! OAKLAND ( AP ) The
Bay Area
,eipid Transit District, its
ins-San Francisco Bay
rvice halted since a fatal
e Jan. 17, will return to
Public Utilities Corn, ssion in "eight to 10
.,ys" to seek resumption
’full service.
lible-plagued

BART officials made
announcement Tuesday
ter a smoke drill in which
me 170 employees were
ccessfully evacuated
mn a portion of tunnel 140
-A below the surface of
’e bay. It marked the first
ne since the fire in
lich one fireman died and
persons were injured
at passengers and smoke
rre mixed in the transtube.
’ The PUC has ordered
tube closed until BART
n vouch for certain
fety precautions.
"It wasn’t very long,
t smoke did get into train
rs when the doors opened
evacuate people,"
Oth ANNIVERSARY SALE
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Santa

lard

;between 9th and 10thl
295.660(1

Casper said. When it took
hold, the vent system
worked properly ... but
minutes really count down
there. Seconds count."
The blaze occurred
after the aluminum cover
on a switch box beneath an
earlier train slipped off and
damaged a power rail.

are affiliated with the
Teamsters union.
Picket lines came
down Monday and garbage
collection resumed.
Billy Mendenhall, a
Teamsters’s spokesman,
said Tuesday that the union
might escalate the strike to
include sanitation workers
again.
’I think Teamsters
Voyager I visits, support
Teamsters," he
examines Jupiter said.
There was no immediate accounting of the
PASADENA (AP)
tonnage of trash picked up
The Voyager I spacecraft during the early morning
soaring into the hazardous hours usually considered
area around Jupiter is a fair gauge of the success
returning
the
most of Mardi Gras.
revealing pictures and data
ever taken of the giant
planet, scientists said Gasoline rationing
today.
may be invoked
The unmanned craft is
to make its closest apWASHINGTON ( API
proach Monday, as it Energy Secretary James
passes within 172,750 miles
of the planet.
Robert J.
Parks,
project manager of the
National Aeronautics and
Space
Administration
mission, said an incredibly
dense radiation field
surrounds the gas-filled
planet and that field could
prove dangerous to the
By Stephen Cohodas
sophisticated spaceship.
"We designed the
Describing SJSU as "a
mission to go as close as comprehensive univerpossible and still survive sity," President Gail
this hostile environment," Fullerton defended her
Parks said.
administration’s plan for a
"It won’t be until we public relations campaign
have gone out the other Tuesday at her weekly
side that we will know if we press conference with
have safety gotten through campus media in Tower
this region," Parks said.
Hall.
He said the ship is
designed to withstand the
radiation but scientists
know very little about the
area.
Project officials, at a
news conference at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory
here, said the spacecraft is
operating
well
and
preliminary results are
excellent.
By Ethan Winston
A library construction
plan, pared down by almost
$1.5 million, will be taken to
National
Sacramento tomorrow by
SJSU
and
CSUC
representatives, but there
is still no guarantee construction will begin soon on
Pick-ups go on
the five-story structure.
in New Orleans
When the original bids
were due, the lowest one
NEW ORLEANS ( API was 23+ percent over
budget, said James
Striking police picketed
at sanitation yards again Westphal],
a
CSUC
yesterday in defiance of a assistant vice chancellor.
Architect John Flueger
court order, but garbage
collectors went to work on has since recommended 21
the huge piles of Mardi modifications to the plans,
totaling almost $1.5
Gras debris anyway.
Ash Wednesday is million. This still leaves the
usually the busiest day of construction costs almost
the year for garbage $750,000 above the allotted
collectors because of tons amount,
$10,018,000,
of refuse dropped by Mardi Westphall said.
The meeting in
Gras revelers.
However, the heaps Sacramento will include
were a little smaller this representatives of the
year because there were no Department of Finance
and the Legislative
parades.
All 105 trucks are Analyst.
If these agencies agree
out," a Sanitation
Department spokesman to the Board of Public
said. "The men saw the Works to augmentate the
pickets, but they want to library construction fund
work and just walked right this would be the best
outcome of the meeting,
past them."
Garbage pickup was Westphal] said.
blocked last week when
These two agencies
sanitation workers honored could also tell SJSU to
police picket lines, but the redesign the building so it
city got a court order to doesn’t cost more than the
keep police from in- alloted amount, or make
terfering with sanitation further modifications to the
workers. Both the garbage present plans.
"We should have a
collectors and the police

"Many people still
think of us as a teacher’s
college downtown," she
said. "People in the
community are not aware
of the comprehensive
education available at this
university."
The
University
Relations
Office
is
preparing
a
public

relations campaign for
television and radio.
Fullerton denied that
the intent of the campaign
is to recruit new students to
SJSU.
This is different from
what University News
Bureau Manager John
McLain has said he has in
mind for the media cam-

paign.
According to McLain,
the marketing of SJSU is
the result of the university
"being faced with a
competitive market in a
declining
of
time
enrollment."
Fullerton said the
campaign will feature

decontrol."
Schlesinger said the
United States over-reacted
to the 1973-74 oil embargo
by stockpiling too much oil.
He cautioned against a
repetition of that, and said
he hopes administrative
actions would enable the
country to weather the
current shortage without
invoking the mandatory
proposals.

International

Iran acts on oil;
consortium ousted
TEHRAN, Iran (API
revolutionary
Iran’s
government, moving to
gain maximum benefit
from the nation’s oil riches,
yesterday announced it
intends to cut out a consortium of middlemen

better sense of where we’re
going when the meeting is
over," Westphall said.

35 S. 4th.
San Jose
294-4086
20% off with this ad Thurs.-Sun.

More interior support
columns and less landscaping are the major
the
to
modifications
present plans, Westphall
said.
Gail Fullerton PI

READ A BOOK TONIGHT FROM
ASHW1LL BOOKS

Al
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NAIROBI, Kenya ( AP)
Ugandan
leader Id’
Amin, his eight-year rule
threatened by Tanzanian
victories over his armed
forces, sued for peace
yesterday in a broadcast
message to five neighboring African countries.
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"I think it’s stupid to
destroy books that may be
useful or wanted by
someone and the university
is going to see what it can
do to make it possible to
give the books away or sell
them cheaply rather than

destroy them."
Dr. Burns said he was
"really discouraged" when
he heard of the current
policy of destroying the
books because of space
constraints in the library in
yesterday’s Spartan Daily.
When asked about the
current "January Weeding
Project" which had
previously planned to
destroy the books, Burns
said he was unaware of the
"I
current situation.
thought they gave them
the books) away," Burns
said.

giving the books away or
selling them for a "penny a
piece" to students or
anyone who might be interested.
"Eight or nine years
ago the library was getting
rid of a lot of books and
people were told to take
them if they want them,"
Burns said. "I don’t see
why we can’t do it," he
said, referring to the idea
of giving or selling the
books to interested individuals.

28 North Market St.

On the official Uganda
Radio heard in Nairobi,
Amin asked officials of
Kenya, Zaire, Sudan,
Rwanda and Burundi to try
to persuade Tanzanian
President Julius Nyerere
to accept Organization of
African Unity peace efforts.
The broadcast appeared to rebut rumors
that Amin and his family
had fled Uganda, but it

Amin’s
underlined
desperate situation.
Western
diplomats
reported by telephone that
there appeared little that
the dispirited Ugandan
troops could do to keep
Tanzanian troops from
moving on the capital of
Kampala, about 130 miles
north of the Tanzanian
border. The diplomats said
the city appeared calm.

A MEM

Dunn s chokers have a distinction all her own
Each one is a genuine hand designed pendant of
German silver and turquoise inlay with a leaf design
attached to a sturdy and comfortable cha,n
You II wear it proudly to suit your own onlivIdual,Iy
‘.:;py

or come to room
310, MacQuarrie Hall.

The Academy of Art College is now Hering SUMtlIt’l
study grant scholarships to students who can meai,
up to our standards. Send for further details today.
Scholarships are availableiin the areas of Advertising
Graphic Design, Illustration, Fine Art, (Drawing,
Painting Sci liptl Ill’ cud Printmaking and Photogroiili,,
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Burns is looking into
the possibility of either

Idi Amin radios for assistance
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Academic
Vice
President Hobert Burns
instructed library director
Harold Olsen to stop the
destruction of the volumes
while Burns investigates
other possible uses for the
books.

Other
questions
brought up during the press
conference were removal
of ROTC from the SJSU
campus, plans for the new
library, and the A.S.
Council investigation of the
Program Board.
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responsible for marketing
most of the country’s oil.
Hassan Nazih, new
head of the National
Iranian Oil Co. told
thousands of oil workers
that "the word consortium
will, with the help of Allah,
be eliminated from Iran’s
vocabulary."
Ruhollah
Ayatolla
Khomeini, who led the
Islamic
nation’s
revolution, said the
revolution can succeed
only if all foreign influence
is
in the country
m:adicated.
In other developments:
Khomeini called for
humanitarian treatment of
any officials of the deposed
Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi’s regime now
under arrest. He said they
should receive fair trials
from open revolutionary
courts. Khomeini’s comments appeared to signal
an end to executions
following secret trials.
The Swiss National
Bank disclosed it has
launched an unprecedented
inquiry to determine
Iranian holdings in Swiss
banks. A spokesman said
the aim was to counter
unrealistic estimates of the
amount of money the shah
took out of Iran.
Khomeini predicted
voters will favor an Islamic
republic in a referendum
scheduled soon. He also
warned the nation’s press
to avoid abusing its new
freedom to "poison the
atmosphere against the
will of the people."
Despite reports to
the contrary, there is no
indication the security of
highly sensitive, U.S.supplied military equipment in Iran has been
compromised, high state
and defense department
officials told the U.S.
Congress on Wednesday,

qt
ctin

The
modifications
recommended by the architect do not include
removing the solar heating
panels on the southern wall
of the library.

The
planned
destruction of over 15,000
volumes at the SJSU
library has been halted.

university programs which
"make a significant contribution to the Santa Clara
Valley." Among those
mentioned were science,
business,
health and
engineering.

Fullerton said the
removal of ROTC from
SJSU would receive no
special consideration from
her office.

Book dumping stopped

SLIP INTO SOMETHING COMFORTABLE

Second class postage paid at San
Jake, California Member of
California
Newspaper
Publishers Association and the
Associated Press. Published
daily by San Jose State
University, during the college
year The opinions expressed in
the paper are not necessarily
thane of the Associated Students.
the University Adnumstration
or the Department of Journalism and Advertising. Subscriptions accepted only on a
remainder of semester basis.
Full academic year, $9 Each
semester, 4440 Off-campus
price per copy, 10 rents. Phone
277-31111 Advertising 277.3171.
Printed
by
Suburban
Newspaper Publication, Inc.

hygiene or cleaning could
go no higher than 105
degrees.
Schlesinger would also
have authority to close gas
stations for all or part of
the weekend.
As for gasoline
rationing, he said it
"represents a last resort"
that could not be put into
effect for five or six months
anyway.
The
Carter
ad
ministration has been
considering proposals for
the decontrol of gasoline
prices, but Schlesinger
indicated today those
would be held back during
the current shortage.
"It is unlikely the
administration would send
up decontrol legislation
while there is a generalized
shortage," he said.
"We will not end up
with
rationing
and

Library plan cut;
approval by state
not guaranteed

A COMPLETE BOOKSTORE

University Community
Since 1934
i US PS 509-4801

would be shifts of natural
gas from producing states
to areas of industrial
shortage.
But
beyond
that,
Schlesinger
said
if
Congress approves the
standby
conservation
measures, "it is possible
that at some time we may
have to invoke temperature
controls
or
weekend closings before
summer."
"There is no immediate need to do so,"
Schlesinger said.
Under the plan, industrial plants and most
other non-residential
buildings
would
be
required to maintain
thermostat settings of no
higher than 65 degrees
fahrenheit for heating and
no lower than 80 degrees
for cooling.
Hot water for personal

’Comprehensive education’
gets public relations campaign

34 W. Santa Clara
San Jose, CA 95 1 1 3
(4081 288-5228

Spartan Daily

R. Schlesinger said
yesterday it is possible that
current oil shortages in the
United States may force
weekend
closings
of
gasoline stations and
mandatory controls on
thermostats in public
buildings.
Testifying before the
Senate Energy Committee,
Schlesinger said it is
almost certain that a
standby gasoline rationing
plan now before Congress
would be invoked because
of the current situation.
The energy secretary
was called to defend
standby mandatory conservation measures that
must be approved or
disapproved by Congress
over the next 60 days.
He said the most likely
initial step in reaction to
shortages caused
by
political upheaval in Iran
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Unhealthy munchers
attacked with week
of good nutrition
tables will be set up,
movies shown, and lectures
and panel discussions will
take place.

For students who find
themselves munching on
popcorn, candybars and
between
doughnuts
classes, there will be an
organized attack on your
poor eating habits starting
March 4 at SJSU.
It’s called "National
Nutrition Week" and if
visiting the various activities schedules isn’t
enough to effect those bad
eating habits, then at least
it should be enough to
produce immediate guilt
the next time you bite into a
chocolate bar.
"Nutrition and the
college life" is the theme
for this special week
devoted to food and fitness,
sponsored by the Student
Dietetic Association, the
Community Nutrition class
and students from the
student health center.
For students who may
be interested, information

Heidi
Coordinator
Vogelsang stresses the
importance of nutrition.
"It’s really true you
are what you eat. You’re
physical
and
mental
outlook really depend on
what you eat," she said. "If
you educate yourself you
can pick and choose and
you can choose things that
will give you a good meal.
"There’s a big change
in what’s being made
available for students,"
she said. Frozen yogurt,
vegie rolls and bagels are
just some of the nutritious
foods she mentioned that
are being sold on campus
as alternatives to candy
bars and soft drinks.
Information tables will
be set up to cover these

topics: U.S. dietary goals
and how they relate to the
college student, how to
pack a nutritious bag
lunch, diet and exercise
calories
cutting
and
painlessly.
The information tables
will be set up daily outside
the Student Union from
11:30 to 1 p.m., and will be
run by students in the
dietetics department who
will also answer questions
on topics covered.
In addition, students
are encouraged to attend a
discussion
panel
"Questions and Answers on
Nutrition," March 8 in the
Umunhum Room in the
Student Union from 11:30 to
1 p.m. Dr. Rose Tseng,
associate professor and
dietetics coordinator at
SJSU, will lecture.
Three

movies

are

Marvin defense team
to call expert witness
decision protecting
property rights of
married couples.

the
un-

LOS ANGELES ( AP )
With the Lee Marvin trial
in recess for one day, the
actor’s attorneys prepared
for some two more weeks
of testimony aimed at
destroying the credibility
of Marvin’s former lover,
Michelle Triola Marvin.

In an attempt to prove
that Miss Marvin’s career
had little value, Marvin’s
lawyers have elicited
testimony from show
business figures describing
the former showgirl as a
mediocre singer and a poor
dancer.

Superior Court Judge
Arthur Marshall cancelled
yesterday’s court session
in order to handle another
pressing matter involving
22 attorneys.

The trial, in its seventh
Miss Marvin’s lawsuit
against the actor created a week, is expected to conlandmark appellate clude in mid-March.

Miss Marvin, 46, lived
with Marvin, 55, for six
years. She says she is
entitled to $1.8 million an
estimated half of his income during their liaison.

currently scheduled during
Nutrition
"National
Week." They include:
"Hunger in America,"
March 5 in the S.U.
Costanoan Room from
12:00 to 1 p.m. and March 7
in the S.C. Umunhum
Room also from 12:00 to 1
p.m.
Also planned will be
the
on
information
"Nutrient comparison of
McDonalds, and Kentucky
Fried Chicken to find out
some of the things we’re
eating," Vogelsang said.

Workshops ’success’
The last of four
workshops, designed to
help students applying for
financial aid to better
understand the process,
was held Tuesday in the
S.U. Almaden Room.
Nearly 30 students took
part in each of the four
workshops, which were
held Feb. 21, 22, 26 and 27,
leading the counselors in
charge to dub the workshop
experiment a success.
If you talk in financiql
aids language it’s very
contusing
for
most
students," Gary Cribb, one
of the counselors, said.
The goal of the pilot
program was to use terms
the students could un-

SAN
FRANCISCO
AP)
The reversal of
Russell I.ittle’s murder
conviction marks a new
chapter in the history of the
Symbionese Liberation
Army
the
self-styled
revolutionary group that
kidnapped Patricia Hearst.
Little, 31, a self described SLA "soldier,"
was convicted of the 1973
cyanide-bullet murder of
Oakland schools chief

With such testimony,
the defense seeks to
counter Miss Marvin’s
claim that the actor thwarted her budding record
career by demanding she
stay with him rather than
go out on the road to
promote her record.
Miss Marvin recorded
the song, "Promise Me
Your Love" in 1966.

Jane Byrne
rips machine
In
CHICAGO i AP
where the
Chicago,
Democratic machine has
ruled for decades, elections
especially those for
mayor are supposed to go
as planned. Jane Byrne
changed that.
Mrs. Byrne, a 43-yearold, stern-looking woman
who was tutored in city
politics by the late Mayor
Richard J. Daley, bucked
and brought to its knees the
well -greased
once
organization Daley perpetuated.
She took on incumbent
Michael A.
Bilandic,
capitalized on his administration’s snow-removal problems during the
brutal winter and gained
revenge from the man who
iad fired her as corn-

Marcus Foster and the defendant Joseph Remiro,
attempted murder of his 28.
crime that
aide
the
Little could become the
marked the public first of four SLA members
emergency of the SLA.
to get out of prison on bail
His conviction was or parole, if the reversal
overturned Tuesday by the stands, prison officials said
state’s 3rd District Court of yesterday.
Appeal because of a faulty
The ruling does not
jury instruction. The state
plans to appeal to the state free Little, who is serving
Supreme Court.
six months to life at San
The court upheld the’ Quentin for a 1975 conconviction of Little’s co- viction of attempted escape
and aggravated assault.
That crime usually carries
a’ range of three to five
years in prison under
current law.

Vietnam reports blitz on
Chinese army batallions
batallions out of action in
the northeast province of
Lang Son, where analysts
believe the armies are
regroupong for a decisive
battle in the border war.
Meanwhile, Peking
said that small Vietnamese
units had penetrated six to
10 miles into China at three
points but that all incursions were repulsed.
The Voice of Vietnam
reported yesterday that
more than 1,600 Chinese
troops were killed in the
Lang Son area Tuesday,
but did not give the exact
location of the fighting.
Reliable analysts said
the provincial capital, also
called Lang Son, had not
fallen to the Chinese but
that Vietnamese civilians

BANGKOK, Thailand
CAP) Vietnam reported
yesterday it put a Chinese
regiment
and
two

PICK
A
POCKET.

had been evacuated. The
city of Lang Son is located
80 miles northeast of Hanoi
and 11 miles south of the
Chinese border.
The analysts said some
main line Vietnamese units
were being brought up
closer to the Lang Son front
and they expected a major
battle in the area in the
next few days. To date,
regional and militia forces
are believed to have
carried the weight of most
of the fighting.
The battle has been
predicted since last week,
and much fighting has been
reported in the hills around
Dong Dang, seven miles
northwest of Lang Son at
the entrance to the Munan
Pass.

missioner of consumer
sales, weights and
measures.

Deputy Attorney
General Brian Taugher,
lawyer for the Community
Release Board, said that if
the conviction is wiped out,
Little would be eligible for
a parole hearing.
However, Taugher said
the board would try to hold
an extended term hearing
that could add one to three
yeras to I.ittle’s sentence.
Foster was killed and

Chicagoans.

With 96 percent of the
city’s 3,100 precincts
While credited with reporting, Mrs. Byrne had
seizing the snow issue, 398,742 votes or 50.96
Mrs. Byrne’s victory in percent, compared to
Tuesday’s primary also Bilandic’s 383,715, or 49.09
may be attributed to a percent.
Bilandic backlash that
Still
included growing inunanswered,
dependence among black however, is whether Mrs.
voters. Moreover, Bilandic Byrne won or the 56-yearlacked the personal appeal old Bilandic lost. In many
over cities, that question could
held
Daley

his top aide, Robert
Blackburn, was wounded
as the two men left
school
Oakland
headquarters the night of
Nov. 6,1973.
Two days later, the
SLA issued its first public
communique, claiming
responsibility for the
shootings and accusing
Foster of planning to put
shotgun-wielding officers
in schools, an accusation
denied by officials.
Three months later,
the SI.A kidnapped Miss
Hearst.
Little and Remiro, who
already had been arrested
at the time of Miss Hearst’s
abduction, were convicted
in June 1975 and sentenced
to life in prison.

A panel of 50 potential
jurors were expected to be
the
Both
screened.
prosecution and the
defense have 26 peremptory challenges and an
unlimited number of
challenges for just cause.
Alameda
County
Superior Court Judge Carl
Anderson was named
Tuesday as the new judge
to preside at the trial after
attorney
Newton’s
challenged Judge Stanley
P. Golde’s assignment.
The prosecution and
the defense agreed that
could
give
Anderson
Newton a fair trial despite
the fact that Anderson was
an Alameda County deputy
district attorney during the
time of the alleged murder
and other criminal cases
against Newton.
the
Newton fled
country late in 1974 after
being charged with killing
prostitute Kathleen Smith
on Aug. 6,1974.
He was acquitted last
fall of pistol-whipping his
tailor, Preston CallMs. But
he is currently free on
$130,000 bail while he appeals a conviction stemming from the Callins’ case
of being an ex-felon in
possession of guns.
Newton, 36, already
served 22 months in prison
for a 1968 -voluntary
manslaughter conviction
which was later overturned.

The prosecution did not
contend the two had fired
the fatal shots, but accused
them of conspiring with
other SLA members who
died in May 1974 in a police
shootout and fire in Los
Angeles.
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Republican has garnered
more than 95 percent of the
general vote and this
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"Basically, she’s
Democrat who won ti
primary for a party whi(
needs change..." said An(
Bajonski, a Byrne pre:
aide.

NEW TO THE U.S.?
STUCK IN SAN JOSE?
Join Us & Other
International Students
For a Tour of

Inter

theen.9

year’s GOP primary a
tracted a total of 20,01
votes compared to 782,0
Democratic ballots.

be answered in the general
election, but in Chicago,
mayoral
Republican
are
candidates
traditionally weak opponents.

12-4

OAKLAND CAP) -Jury selection began
yesterday in the murder
trial of Black Panther
Leader Huey Newton,
charged with the 1974
shooting of a 17-year-old
prostitute on an Oakland
street corner.

a
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A pocket pickers paradise.
tCurs the Gap We’ve got !nom
ic kets for you to pick from thari
almost anyone From plain to
fancy. the Gap’s got a pocket or
twii lust fr

’The most common
question, according to
Castro, was "How much
can I make and still be
eligible?"
Students interested in
finding out if they are
eligible should get an
applications and handbook
from the financial aids
office in Dudley Moorhead
Room 235, she said.
Counselors will see any
continuing or prospective
student,
to
discuss
eligibility.

Newton case begins
selection of trial jury

,Antique Xtealtg

We make no boasts of being No. 1 nor can we say we
are the largest Real Estate company. The outstanding feature Antique Realty has to offer the
public is a staff of highly trained specialists capable
of representing you in all of your real estate needs.
Antique Realty is a full service company with
the most updated equipment to best serve you. We
are very proud of our organization and we look
forward to serving you.

"The workshop was a
outreach to see if there wa
a need by the 6,000 student
on financial aid for help,
Castro said.
"We will do it again,
Cribb said of the worksho
program. "Students foun
the program very or
portant."
One student present fo
the Tuesday workshof
Eileen Lamer, a graduat
student in occupations
therapy, said that th,
explanation of the ap
plication form was ver:
helpful.
"Without help," shl
said, "there would havo
been some complications ii
the forms for me."
Today is the deadlini
for turning in financial aid:
applications.

students," Dahlia Castro,
another of the financial
aids counselors involved in
the workshop said.
After going over the
application, students asked
the
counselors
other
questions they still had.

Chicago will get new mayo

Little’s conviction overturned;
faulty jury instructions cited

When court resumes
today, Marvin’s team says
they will call to the stand as
an expert witness a
industry
recording
executive who will explain
in detail how a record is
promoted.

derstand in explaining the
different kinds of aid and
the forms needed to be
filled out. Cribbs said.
For each workshop,
most of the two hours was
spent going over the threepage application form,
which can be used to apply
for grants, loans and work
study.
The back page of the
once a
application,
separate form, has been
added so the application
can be used for a number of
different schools the
student is applying to.
"Because this new
form is written to meet the
needs of all of the
California college systems,
some times information
isn’t applicable to our

March 3,
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money for
dinner at
fishermans
wharf (&)
spending
money.

Tickets available at
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Learning a language gets
new twist at SJSU -- video
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By Karen Ewing
Confidence is being
’stilled in some SJSU
learning
tudents
’rench or Spanish, by
leans of that often
,ondemned medium
rlevision.
; Students attend a
egular language class
Ine hour Monday
Inrough Thursday. Then
,ne-half hour a week
tudents, in groups of

’ sh
I hay
lions i
adline
sI aids

four, attend a video lab
in the Instructional
Resources Center.
The first 10 minutes
of lab time are spent
conversing with a lab
instructor on current
class material.
The next 10 minutes
the four students are
individually filmed and
their voices recorded
answering questions on
the same material.

Replaying the video
and sound tapes is done
last.
It is in these last 10
minutes that the lab
instructor "interrupts if
necessary to reinforce,
and
encourage
correct," said Peter
Collins, the SJSU
foreign
language
professor in charge of
the lab.
It is not a corrective

device, but it is to show
students what they are
doing right, he said.
Collins believes that
in beginning language
courses it is necessary
for students to not only
hear what they are
saying, but to see it.
Students need to be
assured that they are
not "play acting," he
said. To him the video
lab is one way of

assuring students of
this.
"It’s human, it’s
personal and it’s immediate," Collins said.
Student Florence
Guindo agreed with
Collins about the imrnediacy of the lab. "I
quickly realize my
mistakes," she said.
Rebecca Goecker
and Guindo agreed with
video lab student
assistant Ann Jefferson’s belief that
students concentrate
more because they
know they are being
filmed. Both said that
they are forced to think
or else appear stupid.
Student
Laurie
Merta and six other

students interviewed
said that the lab builds
their confidence in
speaking a foreign
language.
Three
students said that they
receive individualized
attention through the
lab.
Approximately 400
students have attended
video lab since its first
classroom use by 20
students in the fall of
1976. There are 123
students using the lab
this semester.
Since
1976,
in
response to a Foreign
Language Department
questionnaire about the
video lab, a majority of
students have stated
that the experience has

been satisfactory.
Selma
Mussadi,
enrolled in a class using
the video lab, Is
dissatisfied with the lab,
though.
The amount of
time devoted to each
student doesn’t equal
out to any significant
difference,’ and thus
does not really build
confidence," she said.
Collins and some
Instructional Resources
Center’s engineers are
working on a project
which would enable
more individualized
attention in the video
lab. However, budget
cuts due to the
enrollment decrease
and Proposition 13 have
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prevented the project
becoming reality.
Approximately 30
percent more faculty
time is needed by the
three instructors to
conduct the lab than to
teach
conventional
language
classes.
Collins said.
The video lab was
originally started with
the aid of mini -grants
received through the
academic
vice
president’s office. It is
now funded through the
university’s
instructional budget and
monies
from
the
Foreign
Language
Department for the
lab’s two students
assistants.
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Welcome Back

JOHN & SUZANNE
Fri. and Sat. Nights

March 1st & 2nd
7 & 10 PM
Admission: $1.00
Morris Dailey Auditorium

LARRY EDDO SOLOS
Every Wed. S, Thurs.
(8:00-midnight)
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THURSDAY NIGHT
"Inner-stellar Time
Warp Boogie"

Steaks, Seafood, Prime Rib
Champagne Sunday Brunch

"Life beyond L.A."
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10 p.m. -2 a.m.
Admission: 50(, Free
with ticket stub from
"Close Encounters"

Entertainment Tues.-Sat.

Thursday, March 8, 9 PM
Morris Dailey Auditorium
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923-6060

Mid-Campus SJSU
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Tickets:
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$5.50 all students with valid I.D.
$6.50 general public
One dollar more at the door
BASS. San Jose Box Office.
Galactic Zoo in Los Gatos,
A.S. Business Office. 2nd level
Student linion

For more information. call 277,3228
or 277 2807
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"The inherent virtue of socialism
is the equal sharing of miseries;
the inherent vice of capitalism
is the unequal sharing of Budweiser."
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feature
Pianist and composer present music Sunday
By Don Vetter
The composer stares
seriously over the shoulder
of the pianist, watching the
keys, reading the music
and listening to the melody
at the same time.
He stops the musician,
points to the sheet music
saying, "This part is
slower than the others, the
tone should be more
rambling and haunting."

photo by J L Souse

Aiko Ohishi (left) and Professor Brent Heisinger discuss "Fantasy
!a B Flat Blues."

The unique thing about
the advice is that it isn’t
being given to a musical
student,
but an accomplished
concert
pianist.

if essor

The composer is SJSU
professor Brent Heisinger;

the pianist is a SJSU music
instructor, Professor Aiko
Onishi; and the music is
"Fantasy on a B Flat
Blues."
The West Coast
premier of "Fantasy" can
be heard this Sunday at
3:30 p.m. in the SJSU
Concert Hall as part of the
Music
Department’s
faculty artist series. Onishi
will also play selections
from the works of
Schubert, Liszt and
DeBussy.
This will be the second
time Onishi will premiere a
work composed by
Heisinger. According to
Heisinger, this work is
based upon the harmonies
of blues music.

"It is concertized to
such a great extent," he
said, "that you really can’t
hear the blues progression
in
a
typical
jazz
framework.

classes in the music theory
and appreciation.
Heisinger said that
"Fantasy" is quite a
dissonant work.

"I’ve always had a love
for George Gershwin,"
Heisinger said."He
combined classical music
with jazz in an outstanding
way."

It’s good to have the
composer around... ’Otherwise you would be sort of
guessing’

A graduate from SJSU
in 1958, Heisinger learned
his musical basics from his
father, concentrating on
the piano and the trombone.
He has been teaching
at this campus since 1962,
currently conducting

lobe-trotting vocal group visits San Jose

’Up With People’ cast accentuates the positive
By Carol Magnuson
! They’ve traveled to
4re than 40 countries to
!g. Their cast is made up
studentsyoung people
.ween the ages of 18 and
from 17 countries.

himself, said that after two
years of working with the
group and learning to
function in a group
situation, he is better able
to set his goals and
priorities.

They are called Up
I.11 People.

"I know exactly where
I’m headed," he said. "The
confidence that I gained in
myself is the most important part."

There are five different
its which travel to just
out any place on the
the, even San Jose. Up
th People began in 1964
a reaction to what the
oup’s founders believed
is a negativc image of
ung people.

young
Students,
people, can join the performers for one year.
After paying the initial
tuition fee of $4,500, a
person can begin getting
ready for the year-long
tour in either mid July or
early January.

Mark Kinney, 22, is on
promotional staff for
st A which will be perming tomorrow night at
San Jose Center for the
rforming Arts.

The main offices in
Tucson, Ariz., houses the
major part of
the
production system, the top
personnel and the jumpingof f point for all tours.

time from SJSU in
turtior year as a
arketing-Advertising
ijor and decided to take
!ear off to travel with one
the casts on tour.

,

The Up With People
rformance consists of a
dley of songs, both in;national and local in
3pe. The focus in song
as may swing anywhere
im early classical, to
cz or rock. The group is
Nays accompanied by an

photo by Janet Nakashena

Mark Kinney of "Up With People"
instrument
section -14
pieces for Cast A.
The non-profit group is
backed by sponsors around
the world. Any money it
brings in from per-

formances goes to pay the
small salaries of the staff
members who travel with
each cast.
Kinney, who originally
joined the group "to find"

Kinney, whose home is
in Santa Rosa, said that he
became interested in the
group after his brother
joined and began sending
home letters of his experiences.
After
joining
his
brother in the small town of
Baldwin, N.Y., for a performance, Kinney decided
that he ought to try the
experience himself.

His reasons for
joinging the troupe were
not, he said, just to get up
on stage and perform in
front of people.
The
performance
aspect was not the main
attraction for him, he said.
When asked if there
ever were problems between cast members which

Up With People’s
performance tomorrow
will be its first in a year in
San Jose.
One of the case
members, John Dunn, 18, is
from Saratoga. He has
been on tour for the past 8
months throughout Mexico
and the Southwestern
United States.

Songs are local, international
classical, jazz or rock
led to conflict, Kinney
replied that problems can
arise simply becuase of the
close living and working
conditions. However, he
said that is was as if a huge
group of brothers and
sisters were working out
their differences.

When the casts travel,
they stay in private homes
in order to experience firsthand the lifestyles of other
states, countries and
cultitrfl.

If problems cannot be
resolved by talking them
out, then usually the
solution was for the
unhappy member to leave
the cast, he said.

Up With People
gathers its cast from
people who have either
heard of the group or
people who have seen
performances and have
become interested through
talking with cast members
after the show.

"People may find that
they join for the wrong
reasons," he said. "They
usually end up dropping out
on tbeir own."

Tomorrow’s performance starts at 8 p.m.,
and the 95-member cast is
ready for it, Kinney said.

aspirations of composing
music as fellow professor
Heisinger has done.
"I am happier playing
somebody else’s music."

she said. ’’The piano
repratory is so large and I
am happy with the works
that already have been
written."

"The feeling that I
have about it," he said, "is
that is would be like blues
should bea very intense,
soul searching kind of
quality.
"This piece doesn’t
really ever let up."
The 16-minute concerto
will be interpreted by
Onishi, who has just
completed a Miswestern
concert tour.
Winner
of
SJSU
President’s Scholar award
in 1977, given to outstanding achievement by
faculty members in
professional activities.
Onishi said she is familiar
with the composer’s work.
"This is the second
piece he has written for
me," she said, " so I have
had a taste before.
"This is his piece,"
Onishi said referring to
Heisinger’s composition,
"I have to carry on his
message as much as
possible."
This is why Onishi
believes it is lucky to have
the composer around when
trying to follow his intentions through music.
"For
the
contemporary work," she said
this
situation
is
ideal."Otherwise
you
would be sort of guessing."
Onishi
has
been
teaching piano at SJSU
full-time since 1966 and
said she gets a special joy
from teaching.
"I like the aspect of
teaching so that I can help
students grow not only
musically, but as human
beings as well," she said.
"You help them learn
and get more confidence."
Onishi said she has no

(Lizzie Jordan took an a)-7
Then chopped firewood
And made ten stacks
When she saw
What she had done
She tied them in bundles
One by one
"Red
eizziL,dhot
oowerif
cried
In her ad in Classified
To work for a buck
Lizzie was willing
She sold the lot
And made a killing

Qt.
\

The A.S. Judiciary
:!ided it would not rule on
! constutionality of the
use that requires a twords majority vote to
all A.S. officials.
Though complaining of
salaries, insufficient
nef its" and "lack of
ip," members of the the
lifornia State Emoyees
Association
cided not to go on strike.
Plans were underway
revise SJS’s semester
stem to do away with
imming for finals and
iting term papers over
irstmas break. Hobert
rns, SJS academic vice
!sident, favored plans to
we fall semester end
are Christmas

instant revisions
’.,.A
371 6672

SCRIBE SECRETARIAL SERVICE

SINCE. 1893

Simply the lightest,
purest, finest
cigarette papers
money can buy.
292 Latayette Street N

its allies opened crucial
East-West disarmament
talks with Russia amid
sharp British reminders
that there is "imperative
need for agreement to
avoid the threat of atomic
war."
The worst floods in
Australian history slowly
receded, leaving more than
70 persons dead and many
more missing.
The Defense Department slashed draft calls to
8,000 men, all for the army.
The Defense Department
said "this call represents a

moderate decrease from
the previous estimate
because of a greater
number of voluntary
enlistments into the Army
than had been forecast."
28 years ago
Margaret Twombly,
director of SJSU Student
Health Services, reported
that by mid-afternoon 800
persons had signed up for
influenza immunization.
A possible influenza
epidemic was headed
toward the West Coast,
according to some health
experts.

Two Spartan Daily
reporters were shaken
down by San Jose police
officers while working on
the college newspaper at

the Globe Printing Company on South First Street.
The officers were investigating the area due to
recent robberies.
193 E.

WETOW
293-4366

SANTA CLARA CORNER OF 5TH ST.

Dear San Jose State Students and Faculty :
we at Levitation invite vou, our valued customer,
IS) a SUPER PRIVATE SALE!!

25 -hr 1 niergem. y Road Service

Fvervthing in the store vill be

on

sale from

20% to 80% OFF.
The spy( sal hoots tot this day only will be from

Health care diverse
SJSU’s Student Health
Services provides outpatient care to all
students
registered
Monday through Thursday
7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. and
Fridays, 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
available
Services
on -campus
include
service;
emergency
diagnosis and treatment of
illnesses and injuries;

nutrition and diet inconformation
and
traception counseling.
programs
Other
students can make use of
and
screening
are allergy
care; and physical therapy
and testing for sickle cell
anemia, TB, hearing and
vision.
For more information,
call 277-2222.

Imported Cigarettes
Imported Cigars
Custom Tobacco
Fine Pipes. Gifts

Vern’s Pipe
31 W. San Fernando and 1st St.

years ago
The United States and

Inn III I III I
/
11 IN \WI. 111’131,

nl
ISSli1,1-Itsli I
term papers reports

flashback
Olt years ago today;
Ted James, chairman
the San Jose Liberation
ont (Sill"), attributed
! failure of Navy
!ruiters to appear on
mpus to the SJI.F’s
!atment of military men
!previous week.
At that time, SJLF
!mbers and supporters
rassed Army recruiters
Barracks 6 by pounding
the side of the building,
iring the window screen
, blocking the doorway
d burning a seven-foot
lod
and
cardboard
elicopter" in front of the
nporary recruiting ofe.

t
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(An easy walk from school)

9 a.m. to 9 R.m. on Thursday. 111’1.01 1. 1979
Just a fe examples of fantastic. ’alties
Big Bells and Bells 12.40
Shrink To Fit 12,40

HALL CHEVRON
C/ass A Smog Station
Complete Auto Repairs
Tires - Batteries - Accessories

WEFIX
998-9746

and Kennington Shirts 5.99

Guys.g Gals

DISCO

Jeans 9.99

Lady Wrangler Jeans 9.99

l’ou //I us t bring the attached tichet for
Special savings ,for you arta your guet S.
SEE

or 297-7266

Towing ,ind Renoir ot Anything
Discount with Student I 1) Card

Brushed Denim 9,99

FREE
DRAWING
FOR
SPECIAL
PRIZES

VOL’ TIIEN -

LEVITATION ’MANI

Name:
AddreSS :
Ph011e :
THIS TICKET ALSO USED FOR DRAWING

FREE
DRAWING
FOR
SPECIAL
PRIZES
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sports
Ambitious Piraro wants to move toward top;
assistant baseball coach seeks bigger things
By Dan Wood
Sam Piraro wants to take a step up.
-I made up my mind a long time ago that I wanted to
be a head baseball coach," Piraro said. "That’s what I
live for."
Piraro, 27, is presently the assistant coach at SJSU,
under head man Gene Menges.
This is his third year as varsity assistant, after serving three seasons as the junior varsity skipper.
Piraro said he is most interested in acquiring SJSU’s
No. 1 job, should Menges ever decide to step down
perhaps because he has never been at any other school.
Piraro maintains that his ultimate goal is to see SJSU
win a national championship in baseball.
"If a head job was offered to me now," Piraro said,
"I’d take it, because there’s no guarantee I’d get the one
here."
But it is obvious that Piraro would rather wear a
Spartan uniform forever.
Piraro is a native of San Jose, having graduated from
San Jose High School in 1970 and SJSU in 1975 with a
degree in human performance.
The JV coaching position came about rather
strangely.
After a pair of seasons playing for the JV’s, where he
batted .328 and made all-league both years, Piraro found
himself red-shirted his junior campaign because of a
wealth of talent on the varsity club.
It just so happened that that year the junior varsity
coach left SJSU, and Piraro saw the opportunity to jump
right into his first love.
So he approached Menges about the opening, and soon
found himself prowling the dugout instead of roaming the
playing field.
In his first season at the helm, Piraro’s troops won
their league championship, piling up a 26-4 record.
Not bad for a rookie coach.
Realizing that he’d rather be flashing signs and
making out pitching rotations that swinging bats and

Sam Piraro

All ’n All nips Revised
Funk II in intramurals
SUNDAY LEAGUES
All ’n All of Allen Hall
edged Revised Funk II of
33-32
Hall
Markham
Sunday in an intramural Afeaturing
league inatchup
the two finalists in last
year’s playoffs.
Former
varsity
basketball player Sylvester
Pritchett had 17 points for
RF II while Tom Lacey
was the sparkplug for All ’n
All.
In other A -league
openers Tappa Kegga
flowed over Number 160-34
and Lowe’s Pros thumped
Back Court 35-27.
B-league action saw
ATO Gold knock off Theta
Chi 55-50 with Al Dorr
shredding the nets for 19
points.
Elsewhere in the B
league, the SAE Warheads
detonated the Unknowns
37-30, A Team fell to the
Almaden Express 44-31,
Spa nk-a-Delics pounded
Sigma Chi 55-20, Rubber
Biscuits chewed up Galaxy
44-35 and BBT capsized the
Lakers 32-31.
In the C league, Meat
on the Hoop, All the Way
Live, ATO Blue, the
Tequila All-Stars, Blitz
Brigade, the ATO GTP’s
and the AFAFA all
emerged victorious in their
first outings.
photo by Shaw, Hall

Women’s basketball
player Karen Mason
(31) cranks up a shot in
a recent game as Debbi
Johnson 135) battles
for position.

GRAND
%OPENING
CELEBRATING OUR 10th
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rARTS & LABOR
TUNED WHILE YOU WAIT
56.00 EXTRA for 6 & 8 cyl.
Your Car is tuned on our Road
Dy rw, A $21,000 system far more
accurate than any tune up
under idle conditions
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’An assistant coach . . .
has to make a few
sacrifices’

averaging 15.0 points a
game and is a very smart
player. Hunger’s main
assets are his ability to
think on the court and his
quickness.
Like most of his
teammates, Hunger isn’t
very aggressive and if he
can be kept away from the
basket and out of the flow
of USU’s offense, he won’t
be much help.
Still, with all that’s
been said and written, the
Spartans still have to do it
on the court. Whether they
will or not remains to be
seen.
Dohling believes that
the team will rise to the
occasion. "Our guys get up
for the big games. We may
not look so great in practice
but the kids know what
they have to do. Sometimes
they do it, sometimes, they
don’t.
"I think we match up
well with them," Dohling
continued. "We’ve beaten
them once and we don’t
have to play them at their
place, which are two advantages."
SPARTASTUFF: Game can be
heard live on 10(19 X starting at 4.45
p.m. Other lirstround matchups are
Santa
Barbara Fresno
St.,
Fullerton Long Beach and Irvine
Pacific. Paul Schilleci’s been
hampered wan tendonais in his left
elbow but expects to play. If he
can’t, it’ll be Steve Swarbridt
starting in the pivot. OetlY will
provide coverage of tourney from
Anaheim, starting with tomorrow’s
Paper. Winner moves on for game
tomorrow at wther 7 or 9 with finals
slated for Saturday at I

By I
Wh
i lege

At that time ee will have completed 10 units toward
fielding grounders, Piraro decided to forsake his playing
his Master’s degree. Since collges and junior collegecareer in favor of pursuing a life in coaching.
So Piraro stayed on as JV pilot for two more years require prospective coaches to complete at least nine
while working on his teaching credential. He never had a units according to Piraro, he has been underqualified up
losing season, leading his clubs to a three year record of to now.
Piraro has little interest in coaching at the high school
71-42.
Before the 1977 season, Menges asked Piraro to come level or below, nor is he thrilled with the idea of working in
up to the varsity as an assistant, and Piraro gladly ac- the professional ranks.
College is where it’s at for Piraro.
cepted the promotion.
Piraro says building character is just as important as
He sees the experience of working as an assistant at
the varisty level as a rewarding one, mainly because winning, if not more so, in a college program.
Of course most all collegiate coaches say something
Menges has let him take an active role with the club.
"I couldn’t just be a fungo hitter or a van driver," similar, but one has the feeling Piraro is sincere enough to
make
such cliches ring true.
Piraro said.
Piraro’s coaching philosophy revolves around
"Gene lets me coach. He has really been great."
This is the first year Piraro has been compensated knowledge of the game.
"I like to look at myself as a teacher," he said. "The
way I look at it, I figure all my players will be coaches
someday."
Mt.riges is very generous with praise of his assistant.
"His knowledge of the game is outstanding, as is his
rapport with the players," Menges said. "It’s hard to put
into words just what this guy means to the program."
Piraro feels that his weakest points in attempting to
with a salary for his efforts. Previously, he had to make land a head job are recruiting and administrative matters, but doesn’t think those things will hurt his chances
ends meet solely on income from a summer job.
"He has total dedication to the program" Menges too much.
"Obviously I haven’t had the experience in adsaid."He’s been here the last several years strictly on love
ministration that I’d like to have," Piraro said, "but it’s
of the game and the school."
something
I feel I could pick up."
Piraro is understanding of his last financial plight, but
As for recruiting, he thinks the key to success is being
at the same time is grateful to be being paid this year.
"When you’re an aspiring young assistant coach honest and sincere.
"I’m not a phony person," Piraro said. "If you are,
trying to move ahead," Piraro said, "you have to make a
kids can see through you.
few sacrifices."
"This is a hell of a challenge here. I think this has the
Now Piraro thinks it’s time to move up the ladder.
"I think I’m ready far a head job," he said. "I’d like to potential to be a great baseball school."
Piraro would like to take a trip to Omaha, Neb., some
get it before I’m 30."
After this semester, Piraro will have another feather summer, for the College Baseball World Series, and he’d
like to be more than just a spectator.
in his ca toward reaching that goal.

Basketball team
challenges USU
in tourney opener
By Steve Carp
There
ANAHEIM
will be more than a berth in
the NCAA Western
Regionals at stake when
the SJSU basketball team
takes the court against
Utah State at 5 p.m. today
at the Anaheim Convention
Center.
The Spartans and
Aggies will be using this
first-round Pacific Coast
Association
Athletic
tournament game as the
rubber match in their
season series. For the
Spartans, it’s a chance to
salvage something from a
disappointing 1978-79
season.
When USU visited
Independence High in
January, the Aggies were
run out of the gym, 101-85.
The Aggies evened the
count two nights later in
Logan, 84-69.
Assistant coach Hal
Dohling sees SJSU’s ability
to stop Utah State’s offense
as the big factor.
"We need to play good,
solid defense for 40
minutes. We can put the
ball in the hole; the important thing is to stop
them."
The Spartans were
successful against USU
when they used a man-toman defense. The Aggies
had trouble finding the
open man and subsequently committed
numerous turnovers.
Today, the Spartans
intend to mix it up, using
man-to-man, then switching to various zones,
hoping to confuse the
Aggies.
Mickey Jackson, who
has not been getting a lot of
playing time lately, can be
expected to see an ample
amount in this one. Jax
burned the Aggies inside
for 22 points and 14
rebounds in their first
meeting and Utah State is
not a physical team.
Should Jackson be
successful inside, that
would take a lot of pressure
off Wally Rank. Utah State
will obviously try to stop
Rank and if Jackson can do
his thing inside, Rank
would be free to shoot from
outside along with helping
out inside.
The two players the
Spartans are concerned
with are Keith McDonald
and Dean Hunger. McDonald is a penetrating
guard who can beat you
inside or outside. He is a
deadly outside shooter and
it’s tough to guard a player
with his capabilities.
Hunger is an inside
threat as well. He’s

,)

SIC FESTIVAL

foot stompin’ music on the

STUDENT UNION UPPER PAD
THURS MARCH 1st BRAD BARTELL
NOON-lp.m.
LAZY BONES
lp.m.-2p.m.

YOUR TUNE-UP INCLUDES
New spark plugs S penis Aware
aeterove condense’ rotor .1151,11’dt/sr
grapey mere A luPI Ow Atl.s1
lean carburetor Test for vacuum yaks
clear ,rnoy SySIPM S’e,
CA
GUARANTEED 6.000 MILES
With this ad. Exp. Apr, IS, 1979
Good Monday thru Friday.
lUOP / REG. $39.4 eyl. 541-6 cyl; $43.8 eyl.
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u

TU11JE-UP SPF_CIAUSTE1
THUFtS.MARCH 8th LOS MICROWAVES
( punk country)
NOON-2p.m.

SAN JOSE E. SANTA CLARA at 13th ST

298-0900

NINE OTHER TUNE UP CENTERS IN
San Jose, Campbell, Cupertino, Santa Clara, Mt. View,
Sunnyvale Hayward and Redwood City

Individuals
The
chomped up the Cornuts 3623 and the Rookies beat
Alphi Phi in the women’s
league.
MONDAY LEAGUES
SJSU football player
Rick Parma led all scorers
with 15 points as Alpha
Clubba Boys came from
behind to subdue Derry’s
Devils 43-40 in &Monday BLeague opener.
The Tiger Paws
mauled Moulder No. 1 3631, Not Ready defeated
Slick KC 40-37 and NORML
whomped the Individuals
No. 2 43-32 in other firstround games.
In the C League,
Markham Hall outlasted
Iota Phi Pi 26-22, the
Bosom Buddies bounced
the Moulder Rockets 46-21,
Shattered shook up High
Times 42-29 and the
Wallbangers hammered
NBA 38-32.
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HEADQUARTERS FOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
The largest inventory of exercise
in Northern California.

equipment

RUSS WARNER

EXERCISE EQUIPT. CO.
1223 The Alameda, San lose
(Across from Andy’s Pet Shop)

293-9966
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sports
ome court 5 miles away

I1

partan Gym drawbacks forced cagers move
By Danny Edwards
Why does SJSU, a
lege that participates in
sion I athletics, play its
0
e basketball games at
high school apo ximately five miles
im the campus?
Spartan Gym, the on,mpus facility, was
.Icated three years ago
d ever since then the
’ISU hoopsters have called
riependence High their
I me court.
Spartan Gym was a
ffnendous home court
vantage for any sport.
e fans sit only a few feet
ay from the court and
bleachers are raised off
_ floor so the crowd looks
.wn on the players. It has
ien dubbed "the pit" for
’kestling matches as
i;ge, vocal crowds helped
Spartans grapplers to
.eirr. best dual meet season
e
"There’s no doubt that
we had a choice we’d
!ay in the facility on
mpus," said basketball
4ach Ivan Guevara. "We
id a pretty good record
’ere."
However,
this
asoning seems to be
pout the only plus Spartan
irm has going for it, other
an the fact that it is
Isily accessible to
Klents living on or close
campus.
"We can’t run a
!ogram in a businesslike
4 1anner if we play in the
1,eartan Gym," Guevara

said.
Jon Crosby, associate
director, agreed.
"If a program is to
grow and participate at the
level it now does, then
Spartan Gym is not the
answer," he said.
Both Crosby and
Guevara said one of the
main
problems
with
Spartan Gym is that other
teams simply did not want
to play there.
"To bring in capable
teams, we need a good
facility," Guevara said.
-Playing at Independence
gives us a much better
schedule."
"Since the move ( to
Indpendence )," Crosby
"we’ve
hosted
said,
Stanford and Cal. The
name teams are willing to
come to Indpendence
whereas they didn’t want to
come to Spartan Gym
because the facility was so
advantageous to us."
Spartan Gym seats
between 1,500 to 2,000
Indpeople
whereas
penedence High has a
capacity of 4,500.
Crosby said the addition of "name teams" to
the schecule has played a
part in drawing more fans.
According to Jack
Mogg, SJSU ticket
manager, the difference ’n
attendance figures has
been sizable enough to say
Independence has been a
plus, though no specific
figures were immediately
available.

Guevara pointed out
that another problem with
playing on campus was
"we could pack Spartan
Gym but we still couldn’t
cover the guaantee cost we
have with the other team."
The guarantee is a
certain amount of money
SJSU pays to some opposing teams to assure
they will be on the
schedule.
"The guarantee is
usually less than $5,000,"
Crosby said. He added that
there are no guarantees in
conference play and the
guarantee is "negotiated
between the coaches and
the athletic directors.
"Sometimes we have
one, sometimes we don’t."
Crosby raised some
other points concerning the
inadequacy of Spartan
Gym.
"There are drawbacks
to playing in Spartan
Gym," he said. "The
comfort of the fans is the
big question mark. Parking
is a big problem."
said
the
Crosby
Inof
spaciousness
dependence’s facility and
the parking areas are
much better than SJSU’s.
He did admit that,
"Spartan Gym is a heck of
a home-court advantage.
The fans are so close to the
court and more vocal.
"However, there are
safety hazards, such as the
walls being too close to the
court. Spartan Gym is
barely adequate for in -

struction and the intercollegiate program is
beyond that.
"I’ve heard that there
was once an informal
complaint by members of
the conference about
playing in Spartan Gym
because it was too advantageous to us," Crosby
said.
The Spartans have
never played more than 50
percent of their games at
home while at Spartan
Gym. Guevara noted that
since teams tended to shy
away form Spatan Gym,
SJSU used to have a heavy
road schedule.
But what of the
student who lives on
campus and has no transportation to the game?
"It concerns us that it’s
tough for students to get to
Independence
High,"
Crosby
said.
"We
recognize and realize that.
But after three years at
Independence it would
seem that people would
identify with us (the team).
"We play about onethird to one-half of our
home schedule when
students aren’t around
anyway," Crosby said,
"because of the semester
break."
He noted that six of
SJSU’s 12 home games this
season were played between finals of Fail ’78 and
the beginning of the spring
semester.
For the use of the Independence High facilities,
SJSU is paying nothing.
"It’s strictly a trade
arrangement," Crosby
said. "There are no
obligations
monetary

Spartan Gym, the home of SJSU’s basketball team until three years ago, is now used for wrestling,
intramurals, classes and other similar activities.
I Independence)," he said.
whatsoever."
facilities, especially in the
teams to Independence’s
"There’s no home court recreation area."
The arrangement is excellent aquatic facilities
between SJSU and the East
advantage. I don’t really
now under construction
So, from the business
Side Union High School in exchange for more like the tartan floor
side of it and for the good of
either."
District, of which Ind- Spartan Stadium dates.
SJSU’s basketball team,
penddnece High is one of 10
The Spartans in years
"I wish they’d build a the present home stomping
schools.
past have played in San
whole new gym," he said.
ground appears to be a.
The thought of building sound move. But to at least
This year’s plan has Jose Civic Auditorium,
a quality facility at SJSU is one member of the
the Spartans using In- which seats 2,800, acwell -received but only as
dependence 10 to 12 times a cording to Crosby. "The
basketball
team
and
people
there
are
trying
to
a thought.
year for basketball games.
maybe to some students entice
us
to
play
there,"
ne
"We’d love to see a new who can’t or don’t want to
In exchange, the ESUHSD
gym that we could do a lot drive to Independence High
uses Spartan Stadium for noted.
"We
might
go
take
a
of things with," Crosby it presents a problem with
five dates
Independence
look," he said, "but at the
said, "but look at all the no immediate answers.
had two of those dates
think
both
present
time
I
trouble they’re having
and for commencement
parties
(
SJSU
and
the
getting the new library
activities.
Gals With Cars
ESUHSD
)
are
very
built.
Next year the plan may
High ino. Honest high
satisfied
at
this
point."
-Proposition
post
"With
include moving SJSU’s
evenings
Work
pay
Though Crosby said a
13 and the squeeze being
swimming and water polo
Immediate
Unique
split schedule
playing
put on the CSUC system,
before Saturday
some games at Inthere’s not going to be
Call 926-0447 Please’
dependence and some at
much development of any
Spartan Gym during one
season was "not out of
the realm of possibility,"
and "not unforeseeable,"
10% DISCOUNT
he added that it would be a
ON ALL AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
The SJSU baseball team traveled to UC-Davis "a setback for us.
AT
yesterday for a scheduled game with the Aggies, but were
"We’re satisfied with
CONTINENTAL AUTO PARTS
unable to complete the contest because of rain.
the move out there (In516 So 2nd Street
It was the second time this season that the two clubs dependence) and we plan
San Jose, CA
had been washed out of slated non-league encounters. The to stick to it."
SPECIALIZING IN:
Feb. 13 engagement in San Jose also fell victim to the
One person who isn’t
German.
laparum
ogio.h o ambna,
weatherman.
satisfied is Spartan forChances are the games will not be made up, due to ward Paul Schilleci.
279.3777 or 286.8989
other scheduling committrnents.
COUPON EXPIRES 12131/79
"I don’t like it there
The Spartans will head south this weekend for a pair
of non-league games, with UC-Santa Barbara tomorrow
and Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo Sunday.
Northern California Baseball Association play for
SJSU will resume Friday March 9, at home against
University of the Pacific.
After a doubleheader the following day with the
Tigers in Stockton, the Spartans will return to Municipal
Stadium for a 10 game homestand, highlighted by a three
game series with NCBA leading Fresno State March 16
and 17.
At 6-6, SJSU is currently in fourth place in the NCBA,
two and a half games behind Fresno State.
The Bulldogs lead St. Mary’s and University of
Nevada -Reno by two games each. The Gaels and Wolfpack are both 5-4.
SJSU is 8-7 overall, but had won six in a row before
Tuesday’s 6-4 loss to St. Mary’s.
Out there in the Atlantic Ocean on a sunshine beach there’s
This weekend’s trip to the southland will afford
going to be an outbreak of revelry this vacation break. And
Spartan coach Gene Menges an opportunity to do a bit of
after the sun goes down.., well, you know the effect the
experimenting and re-evaluating of his troops before
moonlight has on a celebration. We can only hope it won’t
returning to league action.
be a full moon.
Because from now through April 21 we’re opening the
Bahamas/Paradise Island to a wave of American College
students. We have reason to believe that the wave may
reach tidal proportions. Probably because of the price:
$368 including air fare and hotel.

Spartans -Davis
rained out again

It

photo by Terry Ste/ma

Stan Ross (right) shown here in the 1,500 -meter run against Stanford and
Hayward State, will be in action Saturday when the Spartan track team
ghosts UC-Irvine at San Jose City College at 10:15 a.m.

encers,
gymnasts
action
The SJSU men’s
!ncing
team
begins
)rripetition in the NCAA
,estern Regionals at UCran Diego tomorrow at 9

rm.
The regional finals,
hich continue through
lunday, are the final
uneup before the NCAA
hampionships to be held
$ the University of South
arolina March 22-24.
I The gymnastics team,
’ieanwhile, begins comletition in the Pacific
buthwest Championships
UC-Berkeley tomorrow
light at 7:30.
Next week the gymasts move down to
’ullerton for the Pacific
!oast Athletic finals.

COUNTRY
S TOR

iNc

The
Tower Saloon
presents

Thursday,
March 1
Jim Sealy

March 1, 2 a,,,?.?

And

Poker Face

The Spoons

Mah h

Swing ’39
Big Band Jazz

"Laugh Your Ass Off"
Comedy Night
44,,,,,,

Brothers

and

Saturday
March 2 & 3
Dirt Road

The Tower Saloon
163 W. Santa Clara St.
295-2430

Always Free!
THE COUNTRY STORE TAVERN
157 IV El Camlwe
%worn& CA
MAIM

Beyond that, you’re invited to improvise. And since your
talent for good timing is legendary, we’ve made preparations for you. We’re going to be ready.
With open arms.
For more information, contact.
mg

1

ilicarrv Street
(...71 Q5.112
.

Friday

San Jose
Garcia

So there it is, young America. We guarantee you the best of
dancing on the beach, athletic competitions. rum festivals,
limbo parties and more!

March 23 - March 31

Li April 6 - April 15

Alright! Sounds good) I’ve checked the week I
want to party and enclosed my $50 deposit.
Name
Address
State

City

Zip_

Telephone

Pr Western Airlines

FONG

NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND
BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEKS

1=1
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No Payments
for 105 ilays

f

1’
k.

As Sun continues to hold down prices
Turntables

Hitachi HT 350

We want you to own that stereo you’ve always
wanted (and deserved) today - so we’re making
it easy for you. With your good credit you can
finance anything on this page and not start paying for it for 105 days. This offer is good until
March 8 th only.

Speakers

Tape Decks

Receivers

ni

BSR Quanta 400

I,

3

[rg
fl

:rni at enbr
BIC T-1

r

Pioneer SX 580

Pioneer PL 518

BSR 2260
549.
PIONEER PL-518
’144.
BSR QUANTA 400
’79.
HITACHI HT350 .... ’149.

SANSUI G3500 ....
SANSUI G4500 ....
SANSUI G5500 ....
PIONEER SX680 ...
PIONEER SX580 ...
TOSHIBA SA620 ...

PIONEER KP8000
s159.
JET SOUND 8001
JENSEN C9999
’68.
Your Choice
’39. pr.
AUTO -Fl 535TX 51/4" triax
or AUTO -Fl 6935TX 6x9
triaxial
ROYAL AS69C10 6x9"
co -axial
’18. pr.
Your Choice
’88.
MARUME AM-FM lndash 8
Track or Cassette

American Car Stereo
1 100 S. Main St.
(702) 385 0655
American Car Stereo
7654 Cireenbark Lane
(916i 72 32457

Amerir an Car Stereo
1247 W Arden Way
19(6)925.8205
American Car Stereo
222 Oak St.
(805) 327 4207

American Sound
4210 Pt Fresno
(209) 226-5834

129.
’257.
5349.
$389.
59.
51

DWD ETR Tower ’229. ei
PIONEER HPM100 . ’19i
CERWIN VEGA H-15
198. ei
PIONEER Project 60A
’37 ea
KOSS CM530 ... ’138. ei
ei
SONIC 489 ....
555.00

Tape

oda

Warranty option:

Any parts necessary to repair
this equipment will be provided for 5 years. Any labor
necessary to repair this
equipment will be provided
for three years. Equipment
brought In under this agreement will be returned, operating at its maximum performance capabilities in all
respects. 5 year warranty
is Included in system price

Any of these components may be traded In at the full purchase price within 30
days. This exchange
credit can be applied
to Sun Stereo’s regular price on any
components.

Sun San Jose

Sun San Lorenzo

Sun Monterey

Sun Santa Cruz

15816 Hisperian Blvd
(415) 276 2213

660 Del Monte Center
(408)373 1667
-

110 Welnut
(4081 426 9204

etT"’n
Dwight

1,77-1
a 2

Hwy 280

’for
!jar
13
ier

bla
MAXELL LNC90
case included .. 4/$9
BASF Car Box
’19
5 C90 Pro 111(90
with leatherette case
TDK SAC90-C4 ( 9 0
(4 SAC90 with
plastic case)
s I 51

d
-9

cassette)

minute blank casset

minute bla

It

n
be

[ id

vi

cassette)

3581 Stevens Creek Blvd
(408 246 3724(r,

Ashby

rnee
dr

:a

Sun Berkeley

ereewev

,u

al
ice.
er
fly
[..
, ’ 1
do]
SI

(90 minute

2461 Shattuck Ave
(4151843 1022

StPyrns
Creek

ien

e
, I

Exchange policy

Haste

,c

ch

Sun Fresno Sun Visalia Sun Bakersfield Sun Las Vegas Sun Berkeley
Sun San Lorenzo Sun San Jose Sun Monterey Sun Santa Cruz Sun
Sacramento Sun Citrus Heights Sun Davis Sun Stockton Sun Modesto

limvpr,i1V

lip
,ior
Fc
1.1 Pe

h
[ Oct
w

what you really want

15% off
on all installations at
American Car Stereo

529.

It
inance
And take home

Auto Stereo

PIONEER KP8000

BSR TD8SW
SANKYO 1650
B.I.C. T-1
HITACHI D900
PIONEER CTF900
SANYO M9920

189.
229.
’319.
’207.
’163.
949.

(.3

Morrar Eol

i

t? ’"’"1

In Inv D1100nnis. Shopp.,

.1 (I

.r0
kl.

0

wore,

’aci
tu
hi

Limited
to stock on hand
Offer good thru 3- 8 -79

T
’ in
rut
inp
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arts and entertainment
tutterfly troupe leaves cocoon for culture
1
’ By Cindy Tong
..rom within the dark
nth of a cacoon
ges a butterfly, adds beauty. freedom
;race to nature.

he development of a
Tfly from a caterpillar
) interpretation of the
lopment of the Paru
) Dance Troupe from
Van, SJSU’s Filipino
ents’ club, dancer Ray
o said.
.kbayan, is an active
service
limunity

bird tries to escape. Mello
said
The dance simulates

Troupe
profile
the story with dancers
stepping in and out from
between a pair of bamboo
poles in step with changes
in the beats of the music.
The poles are held at the
ends by two persons

broidered shirts, or a
peasant -style costume for
their wardrobe.
The dancers do not
limit themselves to performing only cultural
dances from the Philippines.
We
perform
Polynesian dances because
Hawaii was a stepping
stone for our ancestors
immigrant
(Filipino
to
the
laborers1
mainland," Tadio said.
The dancers also disco
dance, sing and put on a
fashion show, which include Akbayan club
members, to round out
their performances.
"We want to perform
dances which show our
past," Tadio said, "but we
are a Filipino American
dance troupe, and want to
show something which is a
part of our generation in
America."
A large part of the
performances depends on
audience participation:
many members said most
of their satisfaction comes
from being able to comwith the
municate
audience.
"It’s a good feeling to
see the audience haying
fun, clapping to the music
and joining us on stage for
some of the dances," Tadio
said.
"But some people take
it for granted we’re
professionals. We’re only
students and the troupe is
only part time for many of

dancers believe.
**If some of us become

Sousa

e Tadio and Michael Opinia perform the
uting dance from the Abra Province on the
nd of Luzon in the Philippines.
anization on campus
in the Filipino and
in communities in San

f

. e
19

!Wan

1$9
19
’sett

bian

15

Paru Paro butterfly )
,!rged in October 1977,
1-1 persons from the
Community
thside
ter approached Akan and asked if club
-nbers were willing to
form cultural dances
I songs from the
lippines for the center’s
ior citizens.
Forming the dance
jape was a natural step
Akbayan
26
some
mbers were exlenced dancers from
Filipino dance
ler
ipes while others had
ned cultural dances as
ldren in the Philippines,
, said.
Many of the dances
formed by the troupe of
Jancers are improvised
n what dancers could
’ember as well as with
p from other sources
3 as the Tamaraw
nce Troupe in Mountain
. Some of the dancers’
Hits also were able to
:h a few dances.
"There is no such thing
1 true Filipino, and the
ces we perform have
Ixed influences from
ly countries." Tadio
"The Filipino race is
lorninantly a mixture
Spanish, Malaysian,
lese and Aborigines."
"The dances permed by the troupe
mbers come from the
ee main islands in the
lippines:
Luzon,
iyan
Islands
and
dinao," dancer Mary
quez said.
"The dances range
3 influences during the
nish era to influences of
barrio provinces little
is
she said.
"Whereas the U.S. is
fled into states, the
ippines is divided into
rinces," said Marvin
ado, club president.
ach povince has its own
tare
each barrio
hin the provinces has its
variation in culture
dialect."
The most popular
3.,)e performed in the
lippines and by Paru
ro dancers is the
Ikling, the dance with
boo poles, Sabado said.
The
tinikling
mated from the story
it a group of farmers
ed with bamboo poles
3g to caputre a bird
ween the poles while the

alternately clapping the
poles together and on the
ground.
"It takes guts to do the
dance and you have to
watch the toes," Vasquez
said. "There’s always the
chance of getting your toes
or ankles caught, but we
just have to pretend the
pain’s not there."
Padango Sa Ilaw,
dance by candlelights, is
performed with dancres
balancing lighted candles
in glasses on their heads
and the back of their hands.
The Sakuting has a
distinct Chinese influence

The troupe is an important link to the past and
has received a large
amount of support and
from
encouragement
community people and
parents, the dancers
believe,
The troupe often is
asked to perform at
functions,
community
festivals and Schools as a
means to educate the
public about the Filipino
culture.
"Before, we were just
Akbayan and involved with
parties and socializing.
Now we have something
which links us to the past,"
Vasquez said.
Although members
said Akbayan and Para
Paro is like one big family,
they are separate in their
functions and goals.

gds.

"ci Sales
Awaith Care

Appro

S250 in sales

,JMMER
Program

an

D,vision

program
3
12 week
states, Chicago orientation Jr
or Sr Business or Marketing
goals

PRO DJ (SJSU Student Woe
equipment and records w i, spin
the disks at your small party

Career

Contact

Students
Planning.

Interviews

BC 13

3 7 79

55 hr 786 3219

ATTENTION SJSU and OTHERS
THE
FREE WAY
WAS

MEN. WOMEN.
JOBS
FREIGHTERS

CRUISE
No experience High Pail See
Europe. Hooaii. Australia So
Arner.ca Career Summer. Send
$385 far info to SEAWORLD

CROWDED? 82 D2
WANTED
BASEBALL
CARDS
Lapin. Bus
Dr
Quick Cash
Tower 763.0r call 837 0191

Box 61035. Sacto . CA 95860
7 30

510
MEN’S.
$5
WOMEN’S, for class rings Any

pm

’PAYING
Guadalupe
Rm Student
union Outdoor and conservation

condition Will arrange Pick up
Phone (toll free/ 1 800 835 2246

activities

ANYTIME’

SIERRA Club meeting Toes

CIRCLE OF

FELLOWSHIP

LIFE

Classes in Psychic Develop
ment
Meditation.
Aquarian
Gospel, PrOSperity 298 4509
TYPING

Fast.

Accurate

BEAUTI FUL stained glass artwork
Windows on disPlay or Custom
order
We guarantee lowest
prices Call Ed at 236 4469 or 925
697.1

and

reasonable too glom gslectric
Give me a trh, gin, in West San

TO THE PERSON who returned my
Blue Barclays Passbook to West
Hall. Thank You Very Much

Jose Call Paty 984 1642

IS

COLOR

THE

FASHION

FOR

Let me determine
your most flattering as well as
give you 8 personalized style
description These are YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for
the rest of (Our life I goye you

Roc ketteL ). 295 2025
WANTED gto BUY

Baseball caros.
all years and types, especially
BV0wrnan. Goody. Post. Lea
Top Prices Paid
Call Peter

a

scale of tees
colors
Carol

Siding
details

Bowman. M A

5 30
1 larn lern

Dress

Also.

typing,

proofreading
and
iting Fast. Student rates

for

e
J

Annie, 174 1975

Business
the
never nave to
make a clothes mistake aoain
Success
minded

for
You

our culture with others in
America

immediately I Work at home
necessary
no experience
eceitent pay Write American
Suite

Service, 6350 Park Lane
121. Dallas, TX 75131

Flexible Hours Good
NURSING
Pay
Ades Ord
55 00 he
RN’s. $P hr
LVN’S. 56 50 hr
Some
Experience
Can 287 1749 for Appt

Required

PART

TIME

automotive

DISHWASHER We need you to
work from 11 tot 30.M F 5300 r
Loro Chancellors

and lunch
379 0951

HELP WANTED IMMEDIATELY
Need

aggressive

personality.

able to assume reSPOoSibility
Part time lob
working with
Public from 10 a m too pm
Sat Sun Contact Arcade Skee
Ball, San Jose Flea Market,
Berryessa Rd Call
15038 300 00 weekdayS

269

Summer lobs

paying,

WOO 57.000
Nat’l Parks, Fisheries.

per.mo
Logging,

and more

018000 Sign ups
start Feb 77th at 7.30 a rn in the
Almaden Room, Student Union
Also coming up is the Weekend
included

where to get iobs Send $1 to
Alasco. P0 Box 7480, Goleta.
CA 93018
BE A YOGI BEAR!
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!
Ride
operators,
costume
food

6176.
MINI dirt bike. 560 ’69 Olds Delta A
dr., solid, dependable man
sportation

377 1660

Call

5400

after 5 p m.

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND".
STAFF Your insurance needs

videoscreens

appointment at my office or
home and ’we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,
at your home, or at my office

5 veer
oris at

selection at the Soundworks. the
or
the thrown
Pacific,
ct
together junk systems at Cal.
oweit to yourself to Give
Audio Enterprises a call The
number is 255 5550 M F after 7
p.m., anytime weekends Ask

merchandise

sales

str

systems

Restored

Customized

bronze beauty Mostly new or
rebuilt in the past year S3.250

interesting.

BOLE X Camera 16mrn non reflex
movie
camera
Slow
motion.

3

lens.

profitable

.71

Tremendous sound
and lighting effects

YAMAHA

Enduro

500

Exc

cond . 6.600 miles
50 mpg
Asking 61,100 279 9485 after 1

SJSU

groups,

Outrageous

led

Student

potluck

dinners

THE
GRANDE
BUFFE

DO YOU need a couple of unitsl if
writing is your thing, we need
you at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our
Spartan
the
publication
Quarterly You can receive one
to three units through an IS 180
class, and work with concerned

attend. For our
coo can be
meeting schedule or lust more
information call Our events MIK(
298 GAYS

We
supervision
professional
people who’re serious
and
About the writing craft

want
Hated X
Sandwiches.
Food
Vegetable Burger, Crops Drinks
126
E.
Margartes,

HEALTH

flexible enough to try a new
contact Carol
style Br two
Schreiber at 277 3235 or 187 2532

San

Salvador. 10 3

for more information

Also
1 Ina
Wert-miller ’s

at

ALL
SCREWED
UP

RATES-day
SO

..yr" ...e"

FIRST UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

4 taws

200

rnee.

200
3 170

I,,

I..,

its,’
days
240

days

days

200
2511

229

.500

325
I 75

1 SO

2 75

Five

Sc,

STUDENTS to assist in teaching
remedial reading 7103 hrs per
week on Saturdays as dart of a
Title IV
Program
Most ’be
excellent reader
train
Call Mrs

Spencer, 257

HE’S hi the big tone".

Have a
Your

great 30th birthday Don
YOung buddy Nick.

SO many times when the

seems to Oe witnout a
lace
A lonely place’
It’s nice to know that roe-li be
there if I need you
And you’ll

its all woe
always smile
thwhile i II oe there if you need
me Adorable

PEOPLE
Immediate Openings

NEEDED
for I t pt waitresses and ft asst
Apply

restaurant,

at

Samba s
and
San

.701

Salvador

ACCURACY,

TYPING

NEATNESS. and DEADLINES
Experienced

GUARANTEED

in Masters. Reports. Disser
tations Approved by San Jose
Graduate
University
State
IBM Sel

Department

housing

II

South

San Jose Blossom Valley Area
Janet. 227 9525

bdrm Victor,. duplex
Unit,
Completely

a
Wedding
for
LOOK ING
Photographer? Images by John

remodeled. EK, uolt in vacuum,

are expressions of love that are
soft. elegant and understood by

3

forced air. own utility rm. 1,000
sq ft S300(mo. 711 S. 2nd, 377
6998

MOTHER OLSON’S
from
Two Houses across st
campus, kitchen. facilities. linen
parking
and mairl.serv . TV
everything furnished. 530 per
wk share. 550 wk single. 122 N
6th St 279 9504

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
gals, kitchen

everyone’ For the finest wed
ding photography, call John at

TYPING
20
years
Correcting
IBM
experience
Selectric Term papers, theses.
reports manuscripts. etc iOn
Graduate Typist List) Blossom
Hill area Call Kathie. 578 1316.

EXPERT

gam 9prn
EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term papers etc Fast service
SI ’Pg Sheila, 779 9129

days
200
30(1

290
.540

50

Aiingunr ern.,

Hein viy.f,,ied

Automotive

liisi

FREE

and

room

TYPO GRAPHICS. INC

board for right

For

Student

company

and

friendship for older Professional
man Active and Involved in
Business and Community
and weekends 247 7723

Eve

5f)

NURSING

maior
share

needs
1

Fern

bdrm

Fast, accurate.
Seleetric II

IBM

251 13058

apt
LEMKE’S Typing Service

St. is looking for enthusiastic
talent for dishwasher. Call. 793

,complx 286 7490

TYPING

First

and

Management

1140 between 1 4 p.m
WOMEN

wanted

53.50(PER HOUR

Misc

LOOKING for female roommatels)
to share nice 2 bdrm at Valley
West Adis Large bdrm and ba
$180 for one, S115 for two Prefer
non smoker 297 3655

easy work

BABYSITTER
LIVE IN
Light
housekeeping Room, board and
Small weekly salary

Call 267

6028

JOBS
ON
SHIPS!
American.
foreign Noexperience required
Excellent

pay

Worldwide

travel

Summer lob or career
Send $3 for info to SEAFAX.
07.
Dept
Box
2049.
Port

FEMALE wanted to share

bdrm . 7
ba apt near campus with 76 Cr
old I.A maior 5160 m0 Plus
Avail .
deposit and utilities
3. 15 Kevin. 193 5290

MALE roommate wanted to share
house Call Scott. 741 5017

HOUSE FURNISHED Avail June
1
Close to campus Security.

16

wk

FRANKFURT

DUSSELDORF

Car necessary

745

(Amsterdam’s
gateway(
G
SHANNON

ENEVA

BRUSSELS MADRID
MIL
AN
YUGOSLAVIA
LIMA
PERU
i SOUTH AMER ICA
JAMtCA

COSTA RICA

RIO

HONG KONG
DeJANE IRO
TEL
MANILA
AVIV

to houses’t my home on a per
manent basis and make my

HONOLULU

yard w BBC). garage
cable TV. W D Prefer a couple

payment of 5275 in0 Plus Your
short
send
utilities
Please
application resume to ’owner.
c o George Stump. 1058 N 4th
St

No I San Jose CA 95112

TOKYO

AUSTRALIA

TAIPEI

SiGNAPORE

NEW
YORK
flights
Plus student
throucefout Asia Africa And the
mingle
East
international
CIIV

Student irientty Card issuance
sword
Rand
dell
Eurail
91r !trail

pm’s.,

cards

Calculator
y

Call 2685621

Youth

Hostei

Overseas
lot
U SA, CANADA

and ME X iC0 TRAVEL
Hard
to lind
LUMIlKle
Oil k par k s and other
MAPS
travel

FOUND
a/1,1

artf1

Trip and

Travel

Company
i c hotter
Travel Won.", 444 E Win
Slreet (blocks from Toads. SAP
Planning

Jose

CA

95117
3. le 3

797 1611 Men

personals

LOOKING for female to live wall a
nice. handicapped man He likes
music and writing Lives vi’,,,
campus 298 2308

Exp Typist

reasonable

Fast, Accurate
IBM Selectric 11

752 8058

manager

FFEMAL E student wanted 3 nights
p,wk to do light housekeeping
for young woman in wheelchair

We

Laker

private

lost and found

6881

1979

tine Ming

LONDON
PARIS

ZURICH COPENHAGEN

Chidenos,

v
V
Para charter r echarnos on
calesaso cuando Cl hernpo nos
permit.,
1 847 4538
Toque la
puerta del Men s Locker Cm

6956

FLIGHTS

represent all charter operators

placement

Bolivianos,
ESpanoles
meiicanos data arnislados

Fall time

CHARTER

new

Angelees, WA 98367

Argentinos.

travel

for

details

BUSC A

Thesis, term papers. etc
Phone
and fast

269 8674

Position avadawe Flexible Mrs
Earn S5Mr For into, call 264

ASIAN

Student

Rates 797 4770

Eimer WPC ed

6618

trainee and part time positions
available Information at 787

nen

Pop typist

and 1 2 idol fro Neal.
responsible student
Studious
atmos 7 min from campus Rey

store

Ste,

10 percent discount to students
For
With
ID
cards
student
appointment call 297 9954

reasonable

PROF

50

Medical Legal tYPing and trans
Publications Brochures
Term papers

PROF

Roornate

0 00

.5 30

SJSU

Writing and editing resumes

Ask for Fred

390

BabySater available in
Part time
area
References Debbie. 792 7140

MATURE

11th St

$152.5

Ciess,hrstion

SAN

a

narrative framework and see
the results on film Call Bill, 737
1544

Approx
7075 hours per Lek in Beer Bar
No exp necessary Free Beer
$3 plus per hr
Mellow At
rnosphere e98 9719 at ternoons

Ihree boles One Day
Semester rate all ISSIIP,1 01500
I’Irec

EIGHTH FLOOR wishes Lora B the
best B day ever We by ya

WORKING

share, $55 single 202 S
call 1 irst 293 7374

NUTRITION minded person with
experience in retail’s needed to
work at Sun ’n Soil Natural Food
50

Birthday k.sses to my nOney
Love Mouser

KIM

services
HARD

BARMAID BARTENDER

ow.,

(a, h mahatma, lair Add

Sunday School (all ages), 9:30 a.m.
Worship Services, 9:30-11:00 a.m.
Ministers

Ar

call 297 4664 for appointment

edificio de Home Economics o
deie note

ad,
Orie

reliable transportation
Work is not dangerous. Out not
for the fainthearted Apply at
210 5 First St 11 a m noon.
nave

same pay Call Don. 998 0149, S
106 p rn. only

help wanted

rap
and

other activities We Preeide Ao
educational social
informal
setting which is very conduSive
to meeting people and learning
about the gay community. Be all

Comedies"

Highest
SERVER
PROCESS
paying in Santa Clara Co You
must be a citizen, over 18 and

children’s film No pay but in
teresting opportunity to explore
movement
ideas within
a

Union,

discussions,

BIRTHDAY HaPPie5 to (MS from
your fr.endly RBP pal Ar Ar

city

facilities, game room. color TV
linen and maid sere fireplace,
courtyard, parking, $32 per wk

schedule Also typing and office
work part time near campus,

Thurs at 8 PM in the hoe gem of
Speaker

S

Bascom on Stokes Br APO, 795

BOBBY

near SJSU I you can study while
Hours to fit your
you work I

p.m

GAY MEN and Lesbians SJSU Gay
most
meets
Union
Student
the

to

Your

amateur photographer S6 P.’11
Call Jay Voral at 735 1188 for

1406) 267 3156

"Two

Send 53 95 for info
SEAWORLD. EH Box 60129

Career

MAJOR
wanted
Need
inventive choreographer danc
er
for
student produced

PART TIME

591 7517

available for all occasions Call

Thurs.-Mon.

Hawaii.
Summer

World!

SALES

EULIPIA Crepe Cafe, 374 S

pist01 grip, 5.76. Call 238 6276

AMIECA

Caribbean

oft

LCK elfe0

consultation

Summer year

ADVERTISING

11309

motion/fast

B

See
Par
Europe,

Renee

L k,ensed.
Registered E ler trolog,st 12 yes
Comp iimentar y
experience

buns’ SMACK

SHIPS
JOBS M F. Noexperience High

SJSU

America,
Europe.
5
Australia. Asia, Etc All fields.
monthly
51,700
Expenses
5500
paid Sightseeing Free into
Write: B.H.P Co.. Box 4490 SP,
Berkeley, CA 94704

53 hr

DISCO

Peter

CRUISE

i SL

main

round

Let’s get together and give you

MG A

It!
Mobile
EXPERIENCE
Disco and Light Shows with

CS

SAILBOATS!

tenance Immediate part time
full time
openings,
summer
Apply
NOW
in
person
FRONTIER
VILLAGE

better coverage for less money
CALL MORY STAR, 253 3177 or
446 3649

then

for Ken Audio Enterpirses Has

FIRE,

HEALTH If you are not already
State Farm, call for an

cost w,purc hese Of any system!
5 FREE LPs with each lirchase!
If You’re tired of the small

Whereas Akbayan is a
social and service club,
Paru Paro could be a
starting point for those who
become
to
want
professional dancers as
well as gaining some
cultural experience, the

HOME.

AUTO.
with

and games. Everything you
need in home entertainment at 5
10 50 percent DISCOUNTS! Mfg
wrnty
Plus OptiOnal
extended wrote Alice

teaching
good pay
comprehensive
New
employment report 13 50 White

Experience
required
(collegiate S.J.), (415) 835 9781

is

VTRs,

Your bachelor’s Quaid ies

Box
2461
Pullman. WA 99163

REMOVED

State

5911

you for
English

hours

for sale

home, stage. or studio. AE also
TV’s

JAPAN

Towers

Great guys and

AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!
The Widest selection of the
ghighest lideiity at the Lowest

nearly 300 brands of audio
our
compacts,
components,
tables. and accessories for auto,

Box 60179

services,

DANCE

rout consumer
electronics buying service for

EH

LAKEWORLD.

HAIR

PERMANENTL.Y

269 7937

for

AE

ranches cruisers
river rafts Send 539$ for into to
restaurants

Meg

surfing
Hollywood
movie tube filmed in Santa Cruz
and vicinity Call 1 722 7761.

’74 CHEVROLET Nova Hatchback
AM:FM stereo cassette, new
steel belted radial tires. 6 cvl .3
30 mpg 52.695 Call 238
sPd

trip to SQUAW VALLEY. Feb
17 18th. Come loin us for fun and
sun in the mountains

Prices!

35,000 people needed in Casinos

oio you forget? Jackson
Browne Drool.. at nome wa,t.n0
Julie 098 .1490

How and

projected

Stud

UTAH, During Spring break
With SJSU SKI CLUB FIVE
DAYS skiing at Park City. Alta
and Snowbird, Transportation,
LIM. lodging and parties en

UNWANTED

Heron.
WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS
SKI

LAKE
TAHOE
JOBS.
CAL, Little cop Fantastic tips
summer
51.70004,000.
(peel

Sacramento CA 95660

SURFERS WANTED as actors in

277 3446
Ind
207, M.W.Th. or F9

CAROL,

Upper

VOLUNTEERS
Gerken,

i ,orne phone amp
Hours to xt rour
schedule Caul Ginger 604 7566

PBX Reeers.
aecessat ,

EXOTIC
Wanted

ADDRESSERS

AMUSEMENT PARK

CORP,
PEACE
contact Pa".

RETURNED

has

Howard Daulton, 0. Wilbur Fig, Gail Parsons
Choir Rehearsal, Thursday, 7:30 p.m.
Music Director, Karen Carter
Fifth & Santa Clara streets
294-7254, 292-8688, 578-1925

Kee
in

3613 294 3134

cnaracters.

PROFESSIONAL

247 2504.

most eves

Saturdays

Field. 629 6939

inquire
Lynne

season,

.

ter v iewing now lilt Corporation
of Amer.ca 1060 Minnisota 794

High

LIKE to dance? Mee too! Rocker
(male. 295 looking for Rockess

style description in
Portfolio
By
actor
only
References

10

F
for

JOBS IN ALASKA

998 4666

about 70 colors out of a set of 500
together with
your personal

PART TIME.
operators

17000

5375. carton
CIGARETTES
Cheap nuff to mark up to resell

SPRING,

’...the dances we perform
have mixed influences
from many countries’
in the music used to accompany the dancer,
Vasquez said.
The dance is a form of
Arnis, the Filipino style of
stick fighting. The dancers
pair off and the performance is a mock fight
set to music, she said.
"The dances are not
hard to learn," Vasquez
said. "It takes only one or
two hours to learn a dance
but perfecting it takes a
longtime."
Costumes are an important part of the performance, yet "we have to
ad lib because we don’t
have the money or time to
buy or make them," Tadio
said.
Many of their
costumes are designed
from looking at pictures in
history books of the
Philippines, according to
Tadio.
The basic costume of
the female dancers is the
traditional balintawak, a
long dress with butterfly
sleeves. Delicately handembrnidered blouses from
woven pineapple fibers and
long silk skirts also are
part of the wardrobe.
The men wear the
barong
tagalog,
em -

the
and
recreation
knowledge we are sharing

classifieds

7 00 p m

photo by J L

professionals. we wouldn’t Tadio said. "We would be
be doing it for the money." doing it for the enjoyment,

CHARS ES Shaffer Loved you at the
party
YOU SWEE TIE PIE.
Love. COry and Sal

HAPPY birthday to MirAnda tin,"
Gail and Maria

MARK and Dan Good Luck with the
800 PU s Wade’)

Get
Personal
All Persords
in Thursday
editions.
2 lines for
750
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Survey survives centennial

ROTC, Peace group,
debate ’Boot camp’
(Continued from Page
the
Babb called
program an adjunct of the
U S. military establishment, a training ground for
officers
He concluded his
statement: "ROTC teaches
a skill, how to kill and kill
efficiently. That is its only
purpose.
Campbell’s statement,
read by Babb, contained
similar arguments and
added that the military
support of multi -national
corporations such as
I.T.T., Standard Oil, Del
Monte and others may lead
to another Vietnam.

ROTC." He said there were
other means in which officers can be trained.
Relying heavily on the
arguments that the U.S.
defense budget is already
too high and that the
capacity exists for all the
nuclear powers to destroy
each other many times
over, Mattern cited the
ROTC as an unnecessary
waste.
Defending
the
existence of the ROTC and
its staff here on campus,
Ed Ricart, brigade commander at SJSU, said, "I
would put more faith in
people that were educated
not to commit atrocities
than those who aren’t.

The argument ended
The ... ROTC
with
program is an alien
military force on the
campuses and represents a
serious contradiction of
American ideals."

"All our officers here
have master degrees except one and he is presently
enrolled in a masters
program," he said.

Doug Mattern, a peace
activist and professional
engineer, said the very
last thing we need on a
university campus is the

John Black, a student
here on an ROTC
scholarship, said that the
ROTC program at SJSU
has given him the op-

Delta canal bill
introduced soon
SACRAMENTO API - planning" study ot the
ad- canal would be needed, a
The
Brown
ministration is drafting project that would take
legislation to provide for three or four years.
state-only construction of
Shoemaker
But
the Peripheral Canal acknowledged that even
through the Sacramento- with state-only financing,
San Joaquin Delta without the state would still need an
federal cost sharing, an agreement with the federal
official said yesterday.
bureau on operation of its
It is an effort to break Central Valley Project
the logjam that has held up dams.
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.’s
Otherwise, he said the
water program in the state could not take adLegislature.
vantage of the extra water
Water the canal would provide,
Deputy
Resources Director
because the federal
Charles
Shoemaker
government could offset
described the new proposal
the increase by holding
as an "evolution" in adback water in Shasta or
ministration policy, rather
Folsom reservoirs.
than a major shift.
He acknowledged the
He said the proposal is
negotiations with the
being drafted for inclu3ion
bureau would be difficult
in SB 200 by Sen. Ruben
and said the state has not
Ayala, D-Chino, who is
talked with bureau officia Ls
carrying the Brown water
about it.
program. A similar Ayala
Shoemaker denied that
bill was defeated last year,
largely because of the Brown’s possible challenge
Peripheral Canal con- to President Carter for the
Democratic’ nomination in
troversy.
Some
Southern 1980 had any bearing on the
California and San Joaquin proposal for a state-only
Valley legislators have canal.
complained that Brown’s
previous proposals would
not guarantee construction
of the Peripheral Canal,
because they required
congressional
appropriations.

portunity
education.

to

get

an

If it hadn’t been for this
program, Black presumed
he would still be in the
regular forces, but without
the education he desired.
"I see a need for a
military force. I want an
education, and I want to be
in the Army," Black said.
At one point during the
hearing an unidentified
spokesperson representing
the gay community called
for the removal of ROTC
because of the military’s
rule banning homosexuals
from the service.
"It is an organization
that actively discriminates
between at least one
organization," he said.
Ricart rebutted this
statement by recognizing
the rationale concerning
the tremendous amount of
time it has taken so far in
equalizing the races in
society. "It takes a long
time to socialize people,"
he said, "and people make
up the Army."
Pointing out that the
amount of minorities has
risen shary in the past
few years, Ricart explained that of the 85 cadets
now enrolled in the
program at SJSU, 13
percent are females and
minority
the
overall
participation stands at 36
percent.
During the debate
many of the watching
students commented on the
pros and cons of ROTC’s
right to remain on campus.
One student, Peter
Bloom, wrote a letter to the
Spartan Daily and read
that letter out loud to the
crowd.
Council members Celio
Lucero and Karen Bluth
wound up the meeting by
informing the people
present that both ROTC
and the Peace Center will
have one week to gather
more information for their
arguments and deliver
them to the A.S. office.
Bluth stressed student
participation in the
decision as she feels it is
important to know what the
students feel on the subjects
Bluth and I.ucero will
present their resolutions at
the A.S. council meeting
Wednesday, March 7.

And others too, that hadn’t
even been thought of in 1879
when President Rutherford
B. Hayes signed the law
creating the agency.

WASHINGTON (AP)
How much oil is under the
Atlantic or how much
silver in Montana?
What is the danger of
earthquakes in the city
where I plan to move?

The
survey
will
celebrate its centennial
Friday and Saturday with
an open house at its
headquarters, marking
what Director H. William
Menard termed "a time for
re -dedication and recommitment to the goal of
those who preceded us
the pursuit of earth science
knowledge in the public

Will that new industry
be able to get enough water
from the ground or the
rivers?
Is there any danger
long -quiet
from
that
volcano’’
These and other
challenges face the U.S.
Geological Survey as it
heads into its second
hundred years on Saturday.
Today the survey can
answer most of these
questions with authority.

Deficit
rises with
oil prices
WASHINGTON AP)
The U.S. trade deficit, a
major cause of inflation,
grew substantially worse in
January as Americans
increased their purchases
of foreign oil by $484
million, the Commerce
Department said yesterday.
U.S. companies and
individuals brought $3.1
billion more of all products
than they sold abroad to
produce the biggest trade
deficit in 11 months, the
department said.
The administration has
predicted that the yearly
trade deficit will fall from
last year’s record $28.5
billion to about $20 billion in
1979 because other countries are becoming more
prosperous and able to buy
U.S. exports.
That forecast was
dampened by recent price
increases by oil-producing
countries and by the instability in Iran, until
recently a major foreign
purchaser of U.S. arms.
The $3.1 billion
January trade deficit
follows a $1.7 billion deficit
in December, and is the
largest since a $4.3 billion
trade gap in February 1978.
The
Treasury
Department said revised
figures for the last six
months of 1978 showing
an $11.3 billion trade deficit
were better than expected, and "we continue
to expect the 1979 trade
balance to show real improvement."

interest."
Menard is the 10th
director of the geological
survey, following in a line
that included the famous
explorer John Wesley
Powell, second man to
head the survey.
In its first century the
survey has grown to a staff
of 13,000 scientists,
engineers, teachnicians
and others. For fiscal 1979,
its appropriation totals $640
million. In 1879 it was
$106.000.
It is headquartered in

Powell, who had
his right forearm in
Civil War, opened the
unknown part of the

judge in Salinas, Calif.,
"gave us an injunction
where we can get access to
the fields where the
strikebreakers
are
working. It’s going into
effect Friday."
Chavez declined to say
what action his union would
take, repeating only that
"the court order will give
us the right to visit the
strikebreakers in the
fields."
The UFW has been
picketing for new contracts
at SunHarvest and Bruce
Church, Inc., fields near
Yuma for nearly a month.
"We are coming into San
1.uis, Yuma, Phoenix and
Tacna,- Chavez said.
"We’ll be here for the next
month.
"We’ll prevail because
we need it and they can
afford it. It’s just a matter

of more pressure."
Southern California
fields have been under
union siege since Jan. 19,
with growers complaining
that $5 million worth of
lettuce has rotted.
Contracts expired Dec.
31 and Bruce Church fields
north of Yuma have been
struck since Feb. 9, said
Ted Taylor, company vice
president. "We have 60
percent-plus of our people
in Arizona and California
still working," and
negotiations continue, he
said.
Taylor said about 90
percent of the nation’s
iceburg lettuce is produced
in the El Centro and Yuma
area at this time of year,
with about 25 percent of the
area’s total coming from
Arizona fields.

Foreign and U.S.
students get acquainted on
tour of San Francisco,
Saturday. Tickets only $2.
Available at A.S. Business
Office, Student Union,
through 4 p.m. today. Bus
International
leaves
Center, 360 S. 11th St. at
9:30 a .m. Saturday, returns
9:30 p.m. Transportation
available to and from
Center
International
Sponsored by Intercultural
Steering Committee.

NEWPORT BEACH
John Wayne has
(AP)
gained weight since his
cancer surgery seven
weeks ago and has been
playing
cards and
while
backgammon
recuperating at home, an
aide said yesterday.
"He is doing fine," said
aide Pat Stacy. "The
doctors are very pleased
with his progress.

One -channel
radios used
by non -police

Ski Club will meet at
7:30 this evening in
Engineering
Building,
room 132. Sign-ups for Utah
will be taken. Pizza and
beer afterward. Call Joe
Patterson, 295-6705, for
more information.

(Continued from Page 1)
This does not mean
that the University Police
will be left with a large
amount of useless radio
equipment. According to
Bertelsen most of the
mobile radios the department uses, including all the
units in police vehicles, are
already capable of transmitting and receiving on
four channel-s.
There are some older
one -channel models still in
use. They will most
probably be used by nonpolice personnel until they
can be replaced. This
include escort
would
personnel and possibly
community service officers
who work on federally
funded programs assisting
the Ue.iversity Police.

The National Press
Photographer’s Association will hold its first spring
meeting at 7 tonight in
Journalism, room 101.
Guest speaker will be Bob
McLeod,
staff
photographer for the San
Francisco Examiner who
will show some of his
pictures.
Exclusive
photographs will also be
shown from Guyana taken
by the late Greg Robinson.
Call Paul Chinn 277-3166, or
277-8806 for more information.

Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will hold a
chapter meeting from 7
until 8:30 tonight in
Education Building, room
100. Call Jim Chandler, 2945638, for more information.

Public
Relations
Student Society of America
will hold a brown bag lunch
at 11:30 today. Meet in
front of Journalism
Building, room 117. Call
Joan Mann, 446-1891, for
more information

Akbayan Filipino Club
will meet at 1:30 p.m. today

M.E.C.H.A. is sponsoring a food-drive to help
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today in Duncan Hall, room
249. Call Becky, 286-4924,
for more information.

Phi Upsilon Omicron
will host a Home
Economics career seminar
from 9 a.m. until noon,
Spartan Oriocci will Friday in the S.U.
meet at 8 this evening in Ballroom. Students in
the S.U. Costanoan Room. Home Economics and
Find out about Monte Carlo related fields can learn
Night and the ski trip. Call about job opportunities and
Calvin, 295-5869 for more educational requirements.
Lunch will begin at 12:30
information.
p.m.
Lunch will be
available only to those who
Leisure Services is have already purchased
offering a class in fun- tickets. Home Economics
damentals of rock climbing consultant Patricia Hoenig
Sign up at Student Affairs will speak. Call 277-3118 for
Business Office in the more information.
Student Union. Call Tom
Kappa
Sigma
Fitzgerald, 998-8149, for
fraternity
is
holding
more information.
auditions for a charity
Environmental Health show. Call 279-9860 for
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. more information.
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The techniques n
have improved,
mapmaking remains .1
as important as it v
when the survey
created to merge the we
of the Geological
Geographical Survey of
Territories,
Geographical
a
Geological Survey of
Rocky Mountain Reg’i
the General Land OM
the Geographical Surv
West of the 100th Mend
and the Geological 1
ploration of the Forti
Parallel.
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little of his mail, said
Stacy, although, "it
tinues to arrive in la
bags, there’s no way
can answer it all."
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Bug Problems?
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"He’s been getting out
a bit, going for a car ride,
playing some backgammon and cards," Miss
Stacy said. She added that
the 71 -year-old actor has
"gained a little weight,
which is good."
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VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!

Wayne has been
resting at home for almost
three weeks, recuperating
from the Jan. 12 surgery at
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Shotokan Karate Club
will hold workout sessions
from 4 to 5:30 p.m. this
week in Men’s P.E., room
201. Call Dr. Mark Sneller,
277-3004, for more information.
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The film "Art of
Japanese Ceramics" will
be shown at 12:30 today in
the Art department
gallary, room 131.
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Mackie’s Fashions has a
message for the fashion
conscious women.
The coming look at
Mackie’s for spring of ’79
is clean and sophisticated.
A unique experience of
elegance to highlight
a woman’s wardrobe
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He has been reading a
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the United Farm Workers
from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
today. Bring canned goods
to Mecha Table in front of
the Student Union. Call
Carmen Estrada, 286-3889,
for more information.

The geological sur
is mapmaker to the nati
producing
topograp
maps of the entire count
Today it uses act
photography and satelii
in this work.

UCLA Medical Center for
removal of his cancerous
stomach.

lubrication

in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room.
All
students
welcome. Call Marvin
Sabado, 251-7827, for more
information.

The work of Powell
his mule -riding cc
panions in Colorado, I
that of Ferdinand V
diveer
Hayden
Yellowstone, helped fill
blank spaces on maps,
one of the survey’s prim.
functions.

Wayne gains weight
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Delta area legislators
oppose it, fearing it would
lower the Delta water
quality. And sonic Northern Californians are
against any increase in
water exports south.
Shoemaker said that if
the state financed the canal
by itself, no congressional
authorization would be
needed nor any extended
study by the federal
Bureau of Reclamation.
The bureau recently
said a "multi-obiective

lost
the
last
con-

UFW leader Chavez asks
46 percent wage increase
SAN 1,UIS, ARIZ. I AP )
United Farm Workers
union leader Cesar Chavez
called on 2,000 people at a
rally yesterday to press
harder for a 46 percent
wage increase from lettuce
growers in Arizona and
California.
Chavez appeared in
this Mexican -border town
after declaring a nationwide boycott of Chiquita
Bananas, whose parent
United Brands Co. owns
strikebound SunHarvest
lettuce ranches in
California and Arizona.
About 20 sheriff’s
deputies stood by as some
union guards paced the
roof
of
a
UFW
headquarters and others
remained close to Chavez.
No incident was reported
as mariachis played and
1,000 people paraded
through town.
"Inflation has eaten
the few increases we’ve
gotten in the past eight
years," Chavez told The
Associated Press. "The
industry has made quite a
bit of money. particularly
last year
we estimate a
$71 million profit."
Growers have offered
the striking union pay
raises averaging 7 percent
over each of the next three
years. "They’re offering 7
and we want 46," said
Chavez. "We’re quite a bit
apart yet."
The Chiquita boycott
was called because the
presence
of
law enforcement officials gives
an unfair advantage to
growers in the strike,
Chavez said.
"It’s pretty bad," he
said. "In California, there
are deputies from five
counties, and when we
have a rally, there are 200
highway patrol cruisers.
It’s vicious."
But Chavez said a

tinental United States a
this trip, an advent
which historians
brought to a climax the
of western expansion.

Reston, Va., and operates
facilities in Denver; Menlo
Park, Calif.; Sioux Falls,
S.D.; Flagstaff, Ariz.;
Hilo, Hawaii and Bay St.
Louis, Miss.
Much of the survey’s
growth can be traced to the
directorship of Powell, who
in 1869 completed the
dangerous exploration of
the canyons of the Green
and Colorado rivers.
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